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Candidates concerned
over appeals process
LAUREN MILLET
NEWS EDITOR

It is only halfway through the 2010
election period and already there
have been several problems between
candidates and the elections appeals committee.
When nominations closed on
Jan. 20 at 12 p.m., only six official
candidates were accepted to be in
the running for 15 board of director positions in the Wilfrid Laurier
University Students' Union Annual
General Meeting on Feb. 4·
"When the nominations came in,
we went to validate them, we found
there was only six complete director nominations," said chair of the
board of directors and chief governance officer (CGO) SaadAslam.
Another issue that arose was a
candidate's appeal that was not sent
to the appeals committee.
Director candidate Greg Evans
stated that he was given three demerit points for having an active
campaign Facebook page, despite
the fact that it was from last year's
election.
Evans appealed the decision;
however, he said that Aslam neglected to send the appeal to the
committee.
"I don't like it one bit," said Evans,
adding that he doesn't think this
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On Jan. 23, hundreds gathered in Uptown Waterloo to demand that MPs return to work.

LINDA GIVETASH
LOCAL AND NATIONAL EDITOR

Over 500 community members
and students from across Waterloo Region gathered at the Waterloo Public Square on Saturday to
protest Prime Minister Stephen
Harper's decision to prorogue

parliament for the second time in
his term.
"Harper has misused the privilege to prorogue parliament and it
is our job as citizens to ensure that
the integrity of our parliamentary
democracy is upheld," said Katie
Preiss, co-ordinator for the Waterloo chapter of Canadians Against
Proroguing Parliament.

The decision to shut down parliament until Mar. 3 - after the
Olympics have ended - rather
than returning on the previously
scheduled date of Jan. 25, was approved by Governor General Michaelle Jean at the request of the
prime minister on Dec. 30.
National. page 11

''

It seems like instead

of making it easier
for candidates to run,
they're creating more
boundaries:'
-Board candidate Kyle Hocking

action is legal. The demerit points
will stand as a result of Aslam's
decision.
Regarding signatures there were
seven directors and one presidential
candidate who were told that their
nomination packages did not contain the required 100 valid student
signatures.
"As far as I knew (the signatures1
were all valid. I had a call from [chief
returning officer (CRO)1Nicole
Rebry that night saying that I had
not reached the number of valid of
News, page 6

WLUSU elections this issue
Five run for president

Election blog

Platforms of the candidates
running in the upcoming students'
union election

Read commentary from senior
Cord staffleading up to the Feb. 4
Annual General Meeting

News, pageS

wlusuelection.blogspot.com/

Women's hockey moves to 20-0
Hawks overcome a sloppy start against
Western to continue their perfect season
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITOR

Last weekend may have been different than the Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks' women's hockey team is
used to, but the end result was the
same as usual, as the purple and
gold added another win to their record, improving to 20- 0.
The Hawks were first thrown off
on Friday night when their matchup with the Windsor Lancers was
postponed; a scheduling error by
the referees resulted in no officiating crew being present at game
time.
After a half-hour delay, the two
head coaches - Laurier's Rick Osborne and Windsor's Jim Morris made the mutual decision to postpone the game to a later date.
On Saturday afternoon, the
Hawks came out on top 2-1 over the
Western Mustangs; however, the
team had to overcome a rare early

goal as they fell behind 1-0 just over
a minute into the game.
"I was puzzled at the end of the
first period," said Osborne. "We
weren't moving our feet, we weren't
moving the puck, I've never seen
so many of our players-have heavy
legs. I would say that was our worst
period of the year."
The Hawks went to the dressing
room down 1 - o after a first period
in which they were completely outplayed by the Mustangs, only mustering three shots.
"It was a very quiet dressing
room [after the first period]," said
Osborne.
"But it got a little noisier once I
arrived and I think we picked it up
in the second:'
In the second period, the purple
and gold looked a lot more like a
second nationally ranked team, and
tied the game just over 10 minutes
in, when veteran Katherine Shirriff
Sports, page 29
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Hawks' rookie Devon Skeats (21) separates a Mustang from the puck during Laurier's 2-1 win over
Western on Saturday. The victory continued the Hawks' season-long winning streak.
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MacDonald hits 1,000

A labour of love

Help for Haiti

Jesse MacDonald of the men's
basketball team had a memorable
game on Saturday, reaching 1,000
points in his Laurier career.

Professional photographer
Wilhelm Nassau talks about his
unforgettable career spanning 71
years.

Student initiatives have raised
well over $1o,ooo for Haiti relief
efforts just two weeks since the
earthquake.

Why do you think
WLUSU 1s having a
problem recruitinq
board candidates?'

Sports, page 28

Arts, page 19

International, page 13

This week in quotes

Bag 0' Crime

''

Indecent Act
Location: DAWB 3rd floor unisex
washroom
Female student reported a male
masturbating in the washroom after she entered through an unlocked
door. A suitable description could
not be obtained for further investigation, but evidence was collected
from the scene.

And if we're going to
do it to everyone, we're

never going to sleep and
we'll kill ourselves:'

Suspicious Person
Location: Bricker Academic Building sth floor
A faculty member reported seeing
a male dressed in black on the sth
floor acting suspiciously. A facial
description could not be obtained
because the person's hat and jacket
was blocking their face.

-Director Greg Evans regarding the
direct inspection ofcampus clubs

''

Had I received 18 more
votes you would have a
member of parliament

Drugs
Location: Residence
Officers investigated seven people
for smoking a marijuana joint. They
were all advised not to return to university property. Residence Life to
impose sanctions.

Impaired Driving
Location: Residence
Officers and Residence Life tried to
stop an intoxicated male from getting into a car but were unsuccessful
and had to avoid being struck by the
evading vehicle. The vehicle information was passed on to Waterloo
Regional Police.

Property Damage
Location: Peters Building
Officers investigated damage to the
locking mechanism of a vending
machine and found the unit had not
been entered. Company notified of
damage.

Ifyou have any information regarding these or any other incidents please
cal/519-885-3333 or Crime Stoppers at
1-800-222-TIPS. The Bag 0' Crime is
submitted by WLU Special Constable
Service.

"I think it's sad when you
don't have enough people who want to volunteer."
Kayla Catalano
Fourth-year business

"It's a really short time
between putting out the
nominations and voting."
Hannah Burnett
Second-year fi lm studies

thecord.ca
Read the full version online

here today:'

From the archives
-Andrew Telegdi.former Liberal
MPfor Kitchener-Waterloo, at
Saturday's anti-prorogation rally
"My question is a rhetorical one. How much does a dining hall cost?"
-DirectorAndrew Fryer questioning WLUSU's yearly loss at the Brantford William's,
"A:te we just digging around in campus clubs for something? To axe someone?"

-Director Sunny Chan regarding the direct inspection on campus clubs.
"It's quite possible now for someone to start a career in journalism
and still have a liver at 65. It's just not the same anymore~
-Geofftey Stevens on changes in journalism.

"Is there subsidized alcohol?"
-Chair ofthe WLUSU board ofdirectors SaadAslam regarding the Wilfrid
Laurier University Student Publications Annual General Meeting.

Army interviews
Lieutenant Colonial A.C. Brett, senior army career counsellor of headquarters central command visifed the University of Waterloo, Waterloo University College and Waterloo Lutheran Seminary on Feb. 11. He discussed career
opportunities for both graduates and undergraduates.
Printed Feb 5. 1960

"A:te those to backwards?"

-DirectorJordan Hyde questioning WLUSU's financial reports.

75 University Ave W
Waterloo ON N2L 3C5
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WLUSU president asked to resign
After releasing a letter of support in favour of one of the election candidates,
WLUSU president Kevin Byers was asked to resign by the Operations Management Board (OMB). The OMB had agreed not to take sides between the
two candidates in the election; therefore, when Byers did so it went against
strict policy of the board.
Printed Feb. 'J, 1985
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"It seems there's a discord
between the board and
the student body."
Mamoon Soufi
Th ird-year political science

35years

"There are definitely some people out there banding for blood:'
-DirectorAndrew Fryer regarding student concerns with Campus Clubs.

Editor-in-QUe(. ... . ....... .

Former football players sentenced to house arrest
1\vo former members of the Laurier Golden Hawks football team, Jeffrey
Melis and Stephen Ryan McGuffin, were sentenced to two years hou!!f Illrest for pleading guilty to charges of aggravated assault.
The charges came from a 2003 assault on a University ofWaterloo fourthyear optometry student. The student was left in critical condition; however,
has since fully recovered. The conditions of the sentence allow the accused
to leave their houses for school, work, medical/dental needs or only if granted permission by a judge.
Printed Feb. 2, 2005

"I guess people don't care
so there's no interest to
run."
Rene D'Hondt
Second-year history

25years

"Words have apparently become very cheap and very easy in Canadian politics."
-Cathy McLellan, Green Party candidatefor Kitchener-Waterloo, regarding
Prime Minister Stephen Harper's decision to prorogue parliament.
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Board to investigate
campus clubs
·
After much heated discussion at Friday's WLUSU board
meeting, directors passed ·a motion allowing them to inspect
the policies and finances to alleviate student concerns
ANDREA MILLET
LEAD REPORTER

At the Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union board of directors
meeting last Friday, a motion was
proposed for a board direct inspection (BDI) regarding campus clubs.
At first the motion was voted
down for being too general; and instead, a more specific line of inspection was developed.
"Initially we motioned for a board
direct inspection but because it was
so general and vague ... in that kind
of wording it allowed for ambiguity in inspecting the entire office of
campus clubs ... there was just so
much in that scope that we wanted
to make it more specific," said director Michael Onabolu, who put forth
the motion that was passed.
Chair of the board Saad Aslam
explained that after voting down
the initial motion they decided to
instead request only two specific
documents.
"One was the outline for the budpOng for eampas clnbi, and therr
the policies that lmanagement] are
currently working on," said Aslam.
In terms of the budgeting and the

finance document the board is asking for, they are interested in determining how management allocates
money to different clubs and whether it is through their own discretion
or by predetermined benchmarks.
"The trouble came out when
management saw it as it would be a
bad answer to say that it was discretion, which it totally isn't because
these people have been trained to
do this stuff and they have experienced what campus clubs is," said
Onabolu.
He also explained that the second
document the board was concerned
with was related to a new campus
clubs policy. This will cover issues
such as what campus clubs can do,
what constitutes being a club and
what they can expect in terms of finances. This will make it easier for
students to know how to organize
and form their own club.
Aslam explained that the document management is currently
working on an act for the future as a
campus clubs manual.
"The board was just asking, at
the previous meeting, fOr more
information on how the campus
clubs program and department
works and operates," said assistant

vice-president of campus clubs
Lawrence Maclin.
"I know a lot of people have a lot
of questions about it because it involves so many students. They were
simply just looking for further clarification on the process in which we
approve clubs and work with our
budget and our financial process."
The issue was initially raised
when director Stephanie Francis
brought forward concerns students
expressed to her about how campus
clubs operates.
Onabolu explained that the inspection will provide documents to
help board members understand the
functioning of campus clubs so that
the information can then be passed
on to students who have these
questions.
"[WLUSU has] been working and
developing a formali2ed policy for
the campus clubs department as a
whole so that all clubs have the opportunity to visibly see what requirements exist, as well as what resources are available for their benefit," said Maclin.
&lam expects that the documents will likely be prepared for
the next board of directors meeting,
which will take place on Feb. 12.

Panel of journalists speak on
opportunities in the field
MIKE LAKUSIAK
STAFF WRITER

Enticing students with ideas on a
life after graduation, the political
science department hosted a panel on careers in journalism Friday
afternoon.
Three panelists discussed their
experiences finding work as journalists and the challenges and rewards
of careers in the field.
Laurier professor Geoffrey Stevens, a former columnist and managing editor for the Globe and Marl
and editor at Maclean's began by answering the "why?" question that
students face when choosing career
paths, specifically in the uncertain
field of the press.
"It's simply the most interesting
career there is," said Stevens.
Stevens was joined by Christian
Aagaard, deputy city editor at the
Waterloo Region Record, and Laurier
graduate and Samia Observer reporter Tara Hagan.
All three speakers provided students with insight regarding their
personal paths into the field of journalism, highlighting their preconceptions and how their current and
past roles in the industry affected
their impression of the job. ·
"I initially got into it because I
didn't want to teach," said Stevens,
a current professor at both Laurier
and the University of Guelph.
Overall, the panel agreed that
journalism is a unique pursuit that
someone needs to be fully committed to, as it consumes his or her life

in most cases.
"It takes a certain character," added Aagaard. "You have to be crazy in
away."
The panel emphasi2ed the role of
campus publications in their own
lives as places where they discovered the potential in careers in the
field.
"There's no substitute for that
kind of experience," Stevens said.
Hagan's account described how
involvement in the university paper at Laurier Brantford, the Sputnik,
changed her initial intention to pursue teaching and led her to an internship at the paper she still works
at today.
While the turnout for the workshop was not overwhelming, those
in the audience appeared engaged
and genuinely interested in the experiences and advice the panel had
to offer, even when presented with
information that would seem to dissuade students from the career.
"You don't know what you'll be
doing and you don't know when
you'll make it home," Stevens said,
making note of the detriments to
family life and sleep schedules the
job provides.
The pressures and deadlines of
the job were highlighted by Stevens.
"I've never had time for writer's
block."
He elaborated on the hectic routine, saying, "there's nothing like
the prospect of being hanged in the
morning to concentrate the mind."
The future of journalism was
a topic that came up in both the
panel's accounts and in questions

YUSUF KIOWAI PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER
Stephanie Ratza addresses students in the Life after L~urier series.

"Work global, stay local"
Laurier alumnus encourages students to
make the most of the world after their
university experience is over
TARYN ORWEN-PARRISH
STAFF WRITER

On Friday afternoon, the Life After
Laurier series hosted its third guest
speaker, Laurier alumnus Stephanie
Ratza.
Ratza graduated from Laurier in
1989 with a bachelor of science degree specializing in mathematics;
she is currently the chief financial
officer of Descartes Systems Group.
There will always be a
Ratza began her half-hour lecneed for people that can ture by listing a few reasons why she
chose Laurier to pursue her underwrite and tell a good
graduate degree.
Alongside a slideshow of photos
from her years as a Laurier student,
story."
Ratza praised Laurier's outstanding
faculty, its academic excellence and
its school spirit.
"Anyone considering Laurier is
welcome to the wealth of opportunity here," said Ratza.
-Christian Allgaard, deputy city editor
at the Waterloo Region Record ·
Her speech touched on the social
elements of her Laurier experience
that she was able to carry forward
into her career.
Living with roommates allowed
Ratza to learn valuable organizational and teamwork skills that
during the lengthy question period
contributed to her ability to foster a
·about the prospects for those aspiring to have careers in the media.
positive work env)ronment.
"When you're in an organization,
"There will always be a need for
people that can write and tell a good you need to learn those skills ...
the learning environment continstory," Aagaard explained.
"That being said, you will need to
ues outside of the classroom," said
be multi-talented and have a variety
Ratza.
For the second half of her preof skills."
sentation, Ratza detailed her career
He continued to speak about the
challenges facing new journalists,
path since graduation. Once she became a chartered accountant, Ratza
with declining news budgets that
have forced the individual to write,
worked with a number of reputable
take pictures and create video.
companies.
Before becoming the CFO of Des"A good candidate needs to be
adaptive."
cartes Systems Group, Ratza worked
at Pricewaterhouse Coopers, InThose entering the field will need
tellectual Property and Innovation
to be proficient in multiple disciplines, "The 'writer' classification
Company (IPICO} and MKS Inc.
will dissolve and the title will beRatza stressed that no matter
come simply 'journalist:"
, what degree one acquires at Laurier,

''

the possibilities for success are endless. "Once you have a really good
undergrad degree, you're trainable,"
she said.
"[Employers] love Laurier as a
basis ... When you wear that graduation cap, the world is yours to make
of it. You can do anything with your
undergrad degree:'
Ratza ended her lecture by stating
that Laurier is still very much a part
of her life. "Laurier is still not done
forme."
Ratza is a member of Laurier's
External Science Advisory Committee and sends her children to Laurier's summer camp programs. "I've
only lived about five kilometers from
Laurier since I went to school here,"
she joked.
Though her career has allowed
her to travel internationally, she remains community-oriented.
"Work global, stay loc~," she said.
The next Life After Laurier presentation will take place on Feb. 26 with
guest speaker Paul Smith, a 1975
Laurier graduate.
Ratza is the third guest speaker in the Life after Laurier series,
where Laurier alumni address students regarding their experiences at
Laurier and how it has helped that
afterwards.

''

Once you have a really

good undergrad degree,

you're trainable:'

- Stephanie R.at%11. chieffinancial
officer ofDecartes System Group
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Prof studies media
construction of illness.
TARYN ORWEN - PARRISH
STAFF WRITER

----------------

Wilfrid Laurier University sociology professor and .medical sociologist Juanne Nancarrow Clarke studies the social construction of illness
in the mass media, with particular focus on depression and heart
disease.
"It's important for us to understand that illness is essentially a
social construct and that the definition of illness and the experience
of illness are linked to society;' said
Clarke. "You can't really understand
health and disease without understanding social relations:'
For her paper "The Portrayal of
Depression in Magazines Designed
for Men (2000-2007)", Clarke researched how depression is portrayed in popular magazines published in North America between
1980 and 2005.
Over a period of four years, Clarke
compared magazines targeted at
specific audiences and studied how
depression was present in those of
a specific race, ethnicity, gender and
socio economic background.
Through studying magazines such
as Time, Good Housekeeping and Ebony,
Clarke first uncovered how the portrayal of depression had changed.
"The way that depression is constructed, or what is understood to be
depression, has changed dramatically over time.
"Depression used to be seen as a
reaction to a crisis, such as through

a loss. It was sometimes called a
nervous breakdown and was treated
in various different ways, such as
through psychotherapy;• said Clarke.
"It's now seen as a chemical imbalance in the brain. Now it's a biological problem located in a particular part of the body and can be treated with drugs, whereas 2 5 years ago
it was caused by social circumstances. It was unusual and rare, and now
it can affect anyone:'
Clarke next explained how depression is represented differently
across various social groups.
"The link to behaviours and attitudes for women has expanded.
[Look at] postpartum depression for
instance.
"There are all kinds of new diagnosis pertaining to women, whereas
for men it's much more narrow. Depression is seen as a woman's disease and is linked to a lot of everyday behaviors and normative events,
such as getting married, having a
baby:'
Clarke is currently extending her
research to focus on children's depression and its depiction in the
media through Internet analysis.
In her paper "Heart Disease and
Gender in Mass Print Media", Clarke
employed the same methodology to
examine how heart disease is portrayed in the mass media, which she
has been researching since the early
1990S.
Clarke explains that the portrayal of heart disease in the media is strongly linked to men. Such
gendering of tlie disease leads to

serious health consequences for
women.
"Women are about twice as likely
to die the first year as men. Both
doctors and women underestimate the risk of heart disease;' said
Clarke. Due to this underestimation,
heart disease is often diagnosed
more accurately in men.
The gendering of heart disease is
not specific to magazines, but is also
present in television and in films.
Clarke calls the characterization of
the heart attack victim the "Hollywood Heart Attack"; the character is
often a handsome and hardworking
male who succumbs to a heart attack as a result of economic stress
and pressure.
Clarke explains that such popular characterization promotes stereotypes about those susceptible
to heart trouble. "The problem is
that [the "Hollywood Heart Attack" model] is only partly true. 30
per cent of Canadian woman will
die of [heart disease]. It's a huge
medical issue for women and it's
undertreated."
According to Clarke, perceptions
of illness are not solely based on
media output; it is a combination
of cultural factors, including politics, patriarchy and the division of
labour.
"All those kinds of things feed
into how we understand a disease,
doctors as well as citizens. We're in
the same social world. We're all in
the same boat and doctors are no
more likely than the rest of us to
step outside this culture:'

SEAN POLLOCK s-AFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Students learn the dangers surrounding excessive gambling.

Gambling awareness
LAUREN MILLET
NEWS EDITOR

On Monday January 25th, theResponsible Gambling Council (RGC)
launched a new campaign at Laurier
to inform students about the dangerous risks surrounding gambling
problems.
The program, kts2, is an awareness campaign that uses social media to inform students about the
signs of problem gambling.
"This is the first year we're doing
the kts2 program which integrates
social media, as well as an interactive website and Bluetooth texting,"
said kts2 representative Monika
Singh.
According to RGC, 18 to 24-yearolds are at the highest risk of developing gambling problems. The original Know the Score program was

,

created by RGC in 2001. Since then,
the program has reached students
across Atlantic Canada, Manitoba,
British Columbia and New York
State. The idea for kts2 stemmed
from this program.
"kts2 is an interactive problem
gambling awareness program:'
said Singh. "We'r.e trying to provide young adults with information
about where to get help, how to recognize problems and myths regarding gambling problems."
Singh added that representatives of kts2 have the ability to refer
students who contact them to local
professionals for help with problem
gambling; however, everything remains confidentiaL
The program will be running in
Laurier's Concourse from 10 a.m. 2 p.m. until Thursday January 28th.
After that, students can continue to
access the program online at kts.ca.

. HUMB E R
The Business School

GLOBAL BUS\NESS
MANAGEMENT
I POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE
One smart career choice.
So many opportunities.
The Choice
The Global Bus,ness Management
program prepares you for a wide range
of careers. Pursue a career in marketing,
finance, advertistng, international trade,
retail, wholesale or supply chain
management, in domestic or
international businesses of any s1ze.
The Opportunities
Two years gives you the time to choose
the specific path that is right for you.
Two work placements allow you to
experience more than just one
option before you graduate.
Apply now for September 2010
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Part-time MBAs
upset with GSA fees
Despite several services that cater to students in the GSA, parttime members now paying full fees are frustrated with the lack
of value that they get from the organization
ANDREA MILLET
LEAD REPORTER

At their annual general meeting
(AGM) last March, graduate students voted in a referendum to
make part-time students full graduate students' assocation (GSA)
members.
Previously they were included as
part of the GSA but did not have to
pay all ofthe same fees due to their
limited membership.
"[There were] full voting privileges for all full and part-time students
at the meeting," said office and services administrator Ellen Menage.
"We had advanced e-mail voting
available .... It was sent outto everyone, just so that if they could not
attend the annual general meeting
they could still send in their vote."
Advanced voting was offered
through e-mail, lasting for four
days before the meeting. The GSA
communicated through multiple
e-mails using Laurier student accounts about the referendum and its
results.
Unfortunately many students
were left unaware of the changes in
their memberships.
"I felt really frustrated. First of
all I wasn't notified, I found out
through word of mouth. I think they
could have put more effort into letting us know," said part-time MBA
student Gilles Ethier.
"They could have included a letter when we got the invoice or

something like that."
Despite the option to opt out of
some of the fees, such as the health
and dental plans- many part-timers already have coverage through
work - the students felt that there
was little notice of when or how to
opt out.
The online system students used
to opt out of these two fees proved
to be confusing and difficult to
navigate.
"The problem is that it is equivalent of negative option billing, because you have to opt out instead of
the other way, which is opting in. If
they were making people opt in we
wouldn't have a problem with it,"
said part-time MBA student Jordan
Blum.
Students who weren't aware that
they were being charged these new
fees, or who were unsure about how
to opt out, either missed the deadline or grew frustrated trying to use
the online system set-up, explained
Ethier.
"Ideally what we want is reimbursement for what we paid and to
not have to pay it anymore. I mean,
it's one thing for new students coming on board to have to pay a certain
set of fees, but we've been paying
part-time fees for two and a half
years already and all of a sudden
they're adding new fees," said Blum
about the new fees.
As several part-time students
explained, their frustration has
stemmed from the feeling that while
having to pay GSA fees, they do not

receive anything beneficial out of
the association.
"The GSA services that they talk
about, like the Grad Lounge, it closes at what, 7....That's no value to us,"
said Blum.
Although the Grad Lounge is accessible with a OneCard for all
graduate students 24 hours a day to
use as a group or quiet study place,
the bar only serves late, when most
part-time students are on campus,
on Thursday nights, closing early
the rest of the week.
Many part-time students also
seem unaware of the bursaries that
are available to them, although as
Menage explains, part-time graduate students can apply to all but one.
She also points out that all bursaries are listed on the GSA web site
and multiple email reminders of the
Jan. 31 deadline have been sent out
to all students.
Part-time MBA students based
in Toronto who are taking courses
through Laurier but are not WLU
students are not subject to the same
fees, as they are not on campus and
do not pay for the services that are
available here.
"Anyone who is paying tuition as
a Waterloo-based student is paying
our fee. There are a number of MBA
students ... just part-time, in Toronto, that are paying on a separate
pay scale.
"They are paying as a Toronto
based student and we don't collect
fees from them; they are their own
separate entity;• said Menage.

News
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in brief

GSA space improvements
Upgrades funded by the graduate
students' association were made
over the summer to graduate student workspaces, providing new
paint and furniture as well as fridges
and bulletin boards.
In addition, they are currently
working on acquiring new computers for the students.
While each department provides
their own workspace for students,
not all are equal in size or comfort.
The improvements were intended
to ensure that each space provided
an area conducive to both individual
work and group interaction.

-Compiled by Andrea Millet

Students place first in ethics
at MBA competition
Four Wilfrid Laurier MBA students,
Sasha Hennebury, David Chen, Leah
Milne and Julian Mason-Espin,
placed first in an ethics competition
during the 2010 MBA Games.
The goal of the event was to raise
environmental awareness·, with the
students raising $2ooo and donating over 300 prescription glasses
for children to the Vision Infantile
charity.
The Laurier students also worked
to encourage others to stop using
disposable cups and plastic water
bottles.
The MBA games cover three areas
of competition: academic, athletic
and spirit, and Laurier had a total of
40 students competing this year.

-Compiled byAndrea Millet

E. coli update
After news that several students and
a staff member had contracted E.
coli bacteria last week, inspectors
searched Laurier's food services on
campus and discovered nothing that
violated the health codes.

According to dean of students
David McMurray, there have been
no further updates as to the source
of the bacteria; however, investigators continue to search within the
city for the cause of the illness.

-Lauren Millet

Business Olympics
40 students from Laurier's school of
business and economics program
traveled to Toronto this past weekend to compete in what has been
named the 'business Olympics',
hosted at Ryerson University.
Last year Laurier took home the
"Ontario School of the Year" award,
and now faces high expectations
as they compete against nine other
schools for the top prize.
The team has been practicing
for the past six months under cocaptains Hani Migally and Mike
Zeagman.

-Compiled by Andrea Millet

Laurier hosts discussion on
rebuilding Haiti
Two Laurier professors, Dr. Timothy
Donais and Dr. Yasmine Shamsie,
will be hosting a roundtable discussion on rebuilding Haiti, two weeks
after the earthquake struck.
While aid and relief work progresses, this discussion will look at
where we now need to tum our attention to and what challenges are
likely to arise as Haiti rebuilds.
The discussion will be held today
in room 1C18 in Wilfrid Laurier University's arts wing at 4:00p.m.

-Complied by Andrea Millet

thecord.ca
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Transparency an issue
for board candidates
from cover

signatures needed, She said I was
missing two," said board candidate
Kyle Hocking. "Obviously I wasn't
very happy, and I made that clear to
both Saad (Aslam] and Nicole (Rebry]. I appealed the decision right
away;' said Hocking.
Evans noted that he has talked to
other directors who had their nomination packages rejected, and they
were all told they did not have 100
valid signatures.
"We appealed the decision and it
was granted. Everyone's was granted, and we weren't required to meet
with the appeals committee ... because all the complaints were the
same;• said Evans.
The candidates received an email on Thursday morning telling
them that their appeals had been
accepted and they were official
candidates.
"What the appeals committee basically decided was that they weren't
missing enough signatures to validate not being legitimate candidates," said Aslam.
According to Aslam, since there
were eight appeals, the committee
had to meet to discuss the matter.
However, they overturned the original disqualifications.
Director Andrew Fryer, who sits
on the elections appeals committee,
stated that in the past, the appeals
committee has never requested candidate reviews, therefore the same
decision was made this year.
Regarding the candidates not
needing to re-submit their originally invalid nominations, Fryer stated
that "the decision was made that
the candidates had proven adequate
support to be nominated:'
Evans noted that he was unsure of what the actual restrictions

were and what constituted a valid
signature.
"It has to be a member ofWLUSU; I reallydon'tknowthe details;'
said Evans.
Aslam explained that the procedure is pretty straightforward.
You have to be an undergraduate
part-time or full-time student and a
member ofWLUSU.
"As long as you take one course,
you pay a portion of the union fees
and are considered a member:'
Hocking noted that he was told
that one of his signatures was registered as a part-time undergraduate, but had been singled out as one
of his invalid signatures and was
therefore unsure of what made it
invalid.
"They're being much stricter this
year;' said Hocking. "They went
through all the packages and crosschecked everything, so if you were
off by even one, that was enough to
declare your package invalid:'
"It seems like instead of making it
easier for candidates to run, they're
creating more boundaries."

YUSUF KIDWAI PHOTOGRAPH Y MANAGER

There have been instances of miscommuication between election candidates and election officials.

Wilt's yet to recover
entire OneCard deficit
ANDREA MILLET
LEAD REPORTER

A glitch in the system between
Wilf's and the OneCard office
meant that last semester many students' accounts were not immediately charged for their purchases.
After the problem was discovered
in December, the charges were put
through in early January.
There is currently a $3,000 deficit that has not been recovered, as
students who were unaware of the
charges that did not go through may
now have insufficient funds to pay
off the total amount owed.
"We don't know if it is going to
be recoverable, we feel that it might
not be;' said general manager of the
Wilfrid Laurier University Students'
Union Mike McMahon.
"If it appears that somebody visited ... where they didn't know they
didn't have any money and they are
still probably unaware that anything
was amiss ... those types of people
I don't think we will be following up
with:'
McMahon explained that in a
situation where a certain student
number is recorded visiting the restaurant on several occasions, despite knowingly having no funds,

they may conduct a follow-up, as
they have student numbers and signatures from all transactions, even
if they did not go through at the OneCard office.
Despite uncovering the problem over the Christmas break and
charging the student accounts in
January, students were not notified
that there was ever a problem with
the system or that they would be
charged all at once for the transactions they believed to have already
been processed.
"There isn't a feasible way to notifY students that there was a problem with our system. The students
dined weren't charged while they
were there and then were charged at
the first possible opportunity;' said
McMahon.
The union is now looking into
making sure that the system is
working correctly to ensure that
there are no further problems of this
nature.
"What we're trying to do right
now is ensure that the integrity of
the point of sale system is secure;'
said McMahon.
"We've had great follow-ups from
our technology partners ... and we
believe that the problem is fixed:'
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2010-11 WLUSP candidates elected
Five candidates run for four board positions; third-time board member not voted in; president acclaimed

ANDREW WI NOREM STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

From left: Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications elected directors Tarun Gambir, Jordan Hyde, David Goldberg, Erin Epp and acclaimed president Bryn Ossington.

OLIVIA NIGHTINGALE
STAFF WRITER

Wilfrid Laurier University Student
Publications (WLUSP) held their
annual general meeting this past
Monday, where students voted to
elect the 2010-11 president, who
was acclaimed for the second year
in a row, as well as the board of
directors.
Five candidates ran for four available seats, an increased number
from last year when the candidates
were all acclaimed.
WLUSP instated a new policy this
year allowing students who work
for publications to also run for the
board.
After the ballots were cast and
counted, the official administrative team for the 2010-11 year was

announced.
Current president Bryn Ossington will serve for an additional term.
Ossington will be working with
returning board member Jordan
Hyde, as well as new members Erin
Epp, David Goldberg and Tarun
Gambhir. Luay Salman, a current
board member, was not re-elected.
"I look forward to meeting with
the board and corning up with collective goals so that we can continue
to improve and grow the organization;' said Gambhir after his election to the board.
As the sole presidential candidate, Ossington's platform was
based on the fact that he is "not
done yet:'
Ossington expressed his desire to "restructure WLUSP in order to ensure that it continues to
grow and that there is long-term

sustainability:·
A factor in Ossington's restructuring is a referendum, which will be
voted on in the Feb. 4 WLUSU elections, to raise student fees in order
to maintain the financial stability of
the organization in the future.
The five candidates running for
the four positions on the board of
directors ran on diverse platforms.
Epp, Editor-in -Chief of Blueprint
Magazine, stated, "Volunteers are the
most important part ofWLUSP and
they should receive more training.
"It is also important that we increase the presence of student publications in the greater KW community;' she added.
Gambhir, first-time candidate
and Residence Life don, voiced his
desire to "connect the entire Laurier
community by providing a breadth
of opportunities through student

publications:'
Goldberg, web editor at The
Cord, reasoned that his experience
with WLUSP would be an asset to
the board and the fact that he was
"the only candidate to have experience working with both Brantford
and Waterloo campuses" would
be incredibly beneficial to the
organization.
Hyde, current chair of the WLUSP
board, presented a platform that focused largely on financial plans for
the board.
Hyde promised that if re-elected
he would "continue to work with
the rest of the board to ensure that
the budget meets the needs of the
staff and volunteers, so that we can
continue to produce high quality
publications."
Luay Salman, who was running for a third term as a director,

explained that he "hoped to continue to improve and strengthen the
organization, as student publications are very important to the Laurier campus:'
Although unsuccessful in his bid
for re-election, Salman was goodnatured about his defeat, shaking
hands with the newly elected board
members.
Despite the fiscal constraints of
this year, the tone ofWLUSP's Annual General Meeting was surprisinglyupbeat.
The featured guest speaker of the
evening, professor emeritus and frequent Cord contributor Don Morgenson explained the importance of
WLUSP.
"Student publications are the last
bastion to connect the campus and
community."

Job Fair 2010
• Hundreds of jobs- one place, one time
• Hiring for full-time, summer, co-op, contract and part-time jobs
• Free transportation to and from the Fair
• Free admission for degree/diploma students and alumni
of the sponsoring institutions with studenUalumni ID

Wednesday, February 3, 2010
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Visit thecord.ca for videos of presidential candidates explaining why you should vote for them.
Check The Cord next week for platforms for the board of directors, board of governors and senate.

WLUSU presidential candidates
I personally believe WLUSU should
be "Providing Opportunities to
Make a Difference".
That difference is to make sure all
undergraduate students of Wilfrid
Laurier University feel welcome and
are involve in university life outside
the academic realms.
The opportunities are endless, as
long as we provide the right service
to cater to the needs of our student
body as a group and even more as
individuals. As your WLUSU President, I will make sure that WLUSU

is run in the students' best interests.
My WLUSU presidential platform
consists of five themes:
• Value-Approached; Attempt to
create more value for the money that
our shareholders invest in, and to
ensure WLUSU exceed expectations
with our customers.
• Appreciation; Ensuring all our
staff are recognized for their services and are fully appreciated; paid or
not.
• Strategic Endeavours; Ensuring that the next Strategic Planning

Report is reasonable and provides
WLUSU with clear short-term goals.
• Reorganization; Attempt to reorganization the WLUSU structure to better fulfill our Ends Policy
mandate.
• Prudent Management; Ensuring your money is well spent,
and WLUSU is accountable to its
shareholders.
For more myfoil platform or my stu-

My name is Reed Collis and I have
gout. Gout is a serious problem but
an even bigger one is WLUSU! The
current leadership does not listen
to you at all. They are only worried
about their own twisted agendas. I
know there jobs are hard but I think
some changes need to be made to
benefit the student body. If elected, I
will let you tell me the issues.
Furthermore, I will let you tell me
my opinion on these issues. I will do
this through Facebook, Twitter and

e-mail. You send me your issues and
I will create an online poll to find out
what the student body thinks.
Whatever the student body wants
me to do on an issue I will stand behind it 100% no matter what.
Additionally, I have many ideas
on how to cut costs and increase
revenues throughout the school,
passing the saving on to you $$$ .
One issue that has always bothered
me is voter turnout. Only 10% of the
students at Laurier actually vote?

To combat this, if elected I will
suggest holding a Voter Apparition
Gathering, in which anyone who
votes in the election will receive free
admission too.
At this, there will be beer, coolers,
pop, food, and entertainment. This
will be the biggest event in the history of the university and ifyou vote
(regardless of whom you vote for)
you can come. This event will be like
Oktoberfest on steroids with free
food and drink! Vote.

Meaningful Communication and
Representation
It is so important that the Students'
Union communicate and responsibly inform all students on the many
university wide opportunities that
exist. As President, I intend to ensure that we maximize the available classroom study space that is
already available, and underutilized
for student use during examination
periods.
Growing Tradition and Developing
for Future Needs
As President, I promise to oversee
a renovation of the Terrace Food
Court that will provide a large additional seating capacity and utilize

efficient use of current space. It
is essential that the President reevaluate and formalize new Campus Club policy agreements that will
more readily allow club members
greater control over their experiences. I intend on replacing poster
boards in the FNCC with LCD television monitors. This change will
allow all advertising to become
electronic, thus eliminating paper
waste.
Passionate and Experienced
Leadership
I intend to recognize and thank
our volunteers by providing them
the opportunity to call family and
friends free of charge. As President,

I intend to ensure that all Laurier
students are provided for and are
able to voice their opinions, concerns, and suggestions.
Brantford Platform
Safety and security in Brantford is
an ongoing concern. A joint programming effort with Special Constables will be able to help create a
safe campus feel.
I intend to work with the EVP:
Brantford to assist in providing a
more enjoyable student experience
which entails utilizing the already
available and licensed Multi Purpose room.

In this brief period of the Presidential Campaign I have been truly
humbled by the outstanding support
from members of the Laurier community for the "Vote Kory PRESton"
campaign team.
It is important to me that these
election periods continue to focus
on the real concerns of students,
and the need to PRES the Issue. In
the coming year we are faced with
a number of challenges, challenges
that we together will overcome.
We must address the following
threats and injustices:
- soaring student to faculty ratio
- potential part-time faculty strike

- seizure of one card funds and
discrimination against first-year
students
- a Brantford campus in need of a
direction
As President ofyour Students'
Union I will:
- PRES for Integrity: by holding the
administration accountable and demanding a lower student to faculty
ratio, preserving our small school
atmosphere.
- PRES for my Strike Prevention
Strategy: to make sure no student
ever has his or her academic life held
hostage.
- PRES for Fairness and Justice: to

cease the theft of One Card funds
from our first-years and create a
first year friendly Turret.
- PRES for Empowerment: by hiring a Brantford General Manager in
order to develop a vision for WLUSU
Brantford.
- PRES for Sustainability: implementing better, healthier, more local food on campus and introduce a
Daily Value Menu at Wilf's.

Although Lauriet is an incredible
place to study, live and play, postsecondary institutions never stop
growing and changing. Therefore,
we must continue to look forward.
There is no limit for success; we
can always do better. I will advocate
on students' behalf for increased
spending and focus on information technologies, including but not
limited to, further Laurier Wireless
expansion, improved LORIS registration processes, the creation of
laptop 'plug and go' stations, and
the construction of collaboration
areas. I will lobby to have the Fall

study days moved to the end of the
Thanksgiving Holiday for a greater
opportunity to stay ahead of academics. I plan to work with campus
partners to consolidate grant fund
applications to a single application,
allowing easier access to funding.
I also will work toward having all
WLUSU businesses environmentally certified through GreenTick®.
Furthermore, I will hold monthly
grassroots meetings for all Laurier
community members and monthly
conference calls for volunteers to
anonymously share concerns directly with myself. In addition,

Laurier Brantford will see the creation of a Brantford Campus Pub
Planning Committee, an Emergency
Response Team, extended Foot Patrol hours, and strong advocacy to
have more Brantford students on
University Senate committees. Our
campaign is planning to raise $10oo
to support ACCESS, a charity that
provides school supplies to children
in the developing world. Together,
we will do better. Vote for a strong
voice, innovative thinking and collaborative leadership. Vote Kyle
Walker. Visit www.kwalks.com for
more information and full platform.

dent-life experiences, please visit my
website at www.sunnyyhchan.com.

Sunny Chan

Reed Collis

Please visitwww.VOTEMACLIN.com
for my extended platform.

Lawrence Maclin

Please check out www.korypreston.
cafor more information. On February
4th, choose the voice ofexperience, YOUR
voice. Vote Kory PREStonfor WLUSU
PRESident.

Kory Preston

Kyle Walker
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KW to open BMX park
Consultants and city prepare to build a new sports facility to
keep skateboarders and bikers out of public areas
ALANNA WALLACE
IN DEPTH EDITOR

MYLES WILSON STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Following the presentation of the possible sites, Mark van der Zalm
spoke to individual residents about their expectations for the park.

Waterloo officials have narrowed
down three possible locations for
the construction of a new action
sports park to accommodate the
growing number of skateboarders,
inline skaters and BMX bikers in the
city. With a budget of $4oo,ooo and
a partnership between the City of
Waterloo and a landscape consulting company, the project is expected
to be complete in the fall.
"We've hired consultants because
for these [parks] it's so specialized
... really there are only a few design
teams in Canada that do it;' explained Karen Anderson, landscape
architect for the City of Waterloo.
The new park will take pressure
off of the public square in Uptown
Waterloo, among other areas, where
skateboarders have been gathering
since it opened last summer.
"I think that's kind of what drove
politicians to realize that we have
a potential issue;' said Mark van
der Zalm of Vander Zalm and Associates, the landscape consulting
company working on the project.
A meeting held at the Waterloo
Memorial Recreation Complex last
Thursday provided a forum for residents to voice their concerns and fill
out surveys to tell city council which
location they thought would best fit
the new park.
, There were questions and con, cerns raised by those in attendance

online survey on the City ofWaterloo website will be combined with
a detailed report to be reviewed by
the council, who will ultimately have
the final decision as to the park's
location.
"The ultimate decision is by
council," said Anderson. "Sometimes they don't agree with our
recommendations; we just hope that
we're all on the same page:'
According to van der Zalm,
skateboarding and BMX biking are
among the fastest growing areas of
recreation in North America, and
the new skate park will fulfill Waterloo's need for a facility.
"I see this being a huge success," said van der Zalm. "It will be
successful if it's anything like other
Canadian metropolitan cities that
we've built in:'

regarding each proposed location,
including the large volume of traffic
around Erb and Caroline Street and
Waterloo Park's lack of washroom
facilities.
Some concerns were brought up
about residents choosing a location
that would best fit a young demographic of athletes, despite a great
number being in attendance at the
meeting.
"Often the younger generation
don't get their word heard by the
older generations 00. but these kids
put a lot of time into it; it's a great
hobby;' said Howard Jones, who
has been a Waterloo resident for 40
years.
The park will cater to beginner,
intermediate and advanced freestyle
BMX bikers, inline skaters and
skateboarders.
"Professionals can ride the same
stuff as beginners, they just do
different tricks 00. it'll be all ages,
all skill levels," said van der Zalm,
whose company has built over 150
action sports parks throughout
North America.
Although van der Zalm admits
that there has been historically a
negative connotation to skate parks,
he is sure residents will be pleasantly surprised with the aesthetics
of the park.
"They're very modern, they're
very beautiful, they're very urbanlooking and highly detailed;' said
van der Zalm.
The input of the public taken
during the meeting and through an

Possible park
venues
Father David Bauer lot
-Across the street from the
Waterloo Memorial Recreation
Complex
Erb St. and Caroline St.
-Across the street from the Centre for International Governance
lnnovat1on (CIGI)
Waterloo Park East
-West of Seagram Stad1um

KW

Students define role within city
SEAN HAYWARD
STAFF WRITER

On Sunday, the Waterloo Mayor's
Student Advisory Council (MSAC),
a group that includes members from
Wilfrid Laurier University, the University of Waterloo and Conestoga
College, met in Laurier's Dr. Alvin
Woods Building. With the mayor of
Waterloo Brenda Halloran in attendance, MSAC discussed various issues affecting students in Waterloo.
The meeting began with a discussion on the purpose of MSAC.
Chairperson Jackie Dobson said that
she believes MSAC to be "a bridge

between post-secondary students
to participate in charity campaigns
and city council."
in Waterloo and agreed that a new
Mayor Halloran suggested that
recruitment effort was required, as
she would like to see a youth council
it currently recruits through word of
that would operate in parallel with
mouth only. Dobson stated that she
the city council and be a forum for
wants MSAC to participate in muyouth to discuss municipal issues,
nicipal town hall discussions that
perhaps with a youth councillor for ' relate to student issues.
Mayor Halloran explained the
each ward.
MSAC generally agreed that the
difficulties of managing new develpurpose of the group is to strengthopment projects, such as condos,
en the relationship between stuand offered to have a meeting with
dents and the broader commustudents on the subject. Halloran
nity, particularly the municipal
expressed her support for students
government.
taking a more active role in municiThe group also identified fighting
pal government, saying, ''I'd love to
be able to come to you and help you
negative stereotypes about students
as a priority, affirmed its willingness understand how the city works:'

In discussing their plans for the
terrn, MSAC planned to assist in
the Bracelets of Hope campaign for
AIDS in Africa.
Halloran offered her assistance
in the campaign and said, "It is
something that I feel strongly about
because it is an area where we can
make a real difference."
The campaign will feature a fundraising event which would include
musical performers, likely taking
place on the week of Mar. 8.
The event would have a small entrance fee in order to raise funds for
Bracelets of Hope; and it was agreed
that it would take place at the Waterloo Collegiate Institute.

Council denies amalg9mation proposal
The referendum question to link Kitchener and Waterloo will not be on the fall ballot
KRISTEN DUVALL
STAFF WRITER

----------------

At the Jan. 25 Waterloo City Council
meeting, a decision was reached by
council to disregard the posed referendum question about the amalgamation of Waterloo and Kitchener.
There has been much debate
among those on the council, as well
as the citizens of both Waterloo and
Kitchener, since the initial referendum question was proposed at Jan.
u's council meeting. The question
was worded, "Would you support
members of Council engaging in a

dialogue about the merits of merging the Cities of Kitchener and Waterloo? Yes or No."
Delegates speaking to council
on behalf of the issue consisted of
many local residents, such as Rosemary Smith. "Throughout the last
two weeks and throughout many
years, this has been a conversation
that has been on-going and often
below the radar screen. If they enter
this question, I feel they must enter
it in earnest with the best needs of
our community and our constituency at heart," said Smith.
President of the Waterloo Professional Fire Fighters Association

John Dietrich told council that the
question "is not simple."
"It is a very important decision.
[When it comes to Kitchener] this
is not a merger, this is a takeover.
Let's keep [Waterloo] small, we have
something special here."
Stan Rektor, a citizen of Waterloo,
spoke about Waterloo's leadership
in the technology sector as an important consideration.
"We are on the map. I don't think
personally that toying with the larger entity ... is going to do much to
bolster what Waterloo is all about,"
said Rektor.
Waterloo resident Kevin Thoma-

son echoed Rektor's ideals of the
city's independence, stating, "With
significant cultural community differences, throughout 150 years, our
local communities have evolved
with different priorities, different
practices, different industries and
different conditions."
After three hours of emotional
deliberation from gallery members
and those of the council, only mayor
Brenda Halloran and councilors
Mark Whaley and Ian McLean were
in favour, while the other five councilors opposed the motion, thus
denying the referendum question for
the municipal election this October.

in brief

Development plans in the
works fur streets locatedin
Northdale
1

On Jan. 25, recommendations for the
development of specific streets in
the Northdale area were presented to
Waterloo City Council.
With ']6 homes in the area, there
are many concerns for more duplexes
to be built as this is a heavily studentpopulated area.
Development planner for the city
ofWaterloo Krista Walkey brought
forward zoning and development
options for State, Fir and Hickory
streets.
Walkey, on behalf ofcity staff.
proposed that the council undertake
a review of planning policies. While
under review, an interim control
by-law is required to be instated to
prohibit the construction ofnew
low-density homes or expand alreadyexisting homes.
The majority of council was in
favour ofthe recommendations to plan
and develop the area.

-Kristen DuVall

City of Waterloo donates
Sto,ooo to Haiti
On Jan. 25, the city of Waterloo
announced that it would donate
$1o,ooo to the Mennonite Central Committee, which is providing
long-terrn aid response to Haiti.
The donation will come from the
city's tax rate stabilization reserve.
Waterloo has also put a call towards the Association of Municipalities of Ontario to make a donation to aid the country.

-Compiled by Linda Givetash
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New face of the Canadian Shield
Populations of marine species change due to harmful practices on the environment
LINDA GIVETASH
LOCAL AN D NATIONAL ED ITO R

MEGAN CHERNIAK STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Van discussed how low calcium
levels affect marine wildlife.

Canada

"This forest should never be cut;'
said Norman Yan, a York University
biology professor, regarding the
lands surrounding the Dorset Lakes
near Sudbury.
Yan presented his findings on the
decrease of calcium in Canadian
Shield lakes at Wilfrid Laurier University on Jan. 21.
According to Yan, his research
was initiated after realizing the
decline in calcium and the lack of
understanding on its implication for
marine wildlife.
"No one knew anything about
[how] levels of calcium that might

actually be damaging;' explained
Yan.
He specifically analyzed the
implications on zooplankton, includingthe jelly-like holopedium,
daphniids and the spiny water flea
bythotrephes.
After looking at several lakes
across Ontario and comparing the
results to other areas across the Canadian Shield, a pattern emerged.
"When we see such coherence in
our lakes we should look at changes
in the environment;' said Yan.
Calcium levels in the lakes have
decreased due to sulphur dioxide
(S02) emissions from pollution,
acid rain and logging.
Although the acidity of rain has
improved by approximately 50 per

cent from the early 198os to the
early 2000s, the other detrimental
elements remain an issue.
"We should see more daphnia in
lakes than 30 years ago;' said Yan.
However, numbers of daphnia have
been on the decline, while holopedium and bythrotrephe populations
have risen.
Although Van's study was very
specific to the wildlife affected by
these changes, the impact of calcium depletion has not been studied
for any other species.
All living creatures need a certain
amount of calcium to survive.
Calcium in the forest soils is not
only important to life in the lakes,
but also to the re-growth of trees
and shrubbery.

Conneoangecononricsand
the environment: lecture

Economics and is currently a member of the Board of the David Suzuki
Foundation.
Victor explained that in his perspective "economic growth [in Canada] has become the over-arching
economic policy objective:'
He believes that "growth can not
last forever", meaning that inevitably economic growth will have to
seize, given depleting natural resources numbers.

"We don't understand the magnitude of the threat and where
humans are involved so if we can
understand that magnitude maybe
something can be done;' said Yan.
As the issue does not appear to be
improving, resolving the declination
of calcium is equally as important to
understanding its implications.
"We have to add calcium back to
the soil;' said Yan. "I do like the idea
of developing a wood-ash recycling
program so that every logging truck
or skinner would have a 2 5 gallon
drum of wood-ash in the back:'
"For every ton of trees they took
out they'd have to sprinkle a certain
number of pounds of wood-ash
back in the land and a dramatic reduction of S02 emissions."

in brief

The struggles of
first-generation students
addreSsed in report
A recent study done by Shaljan
Areepattamannil, a doctoral candidate at Queen's University, has
found that first-generation immigrant children are performing below
average in mathematics and science
and appear to be struggling in Canada's education system .
The study examined the results of
2,636 13-year-old first-generation

immigrant students who took part
in the 2007 Trends in International
Mathematics and Science Study
(TIMSS).
Math and science results fell far
below the average score of 500.
Areepattamannil concedes that
more research needs to be done
with more nation-wide data, but the
findings should raise concerns as it
contradicts previous studies on the
subject.

-Compiled by Eric Merkley

York University professor in environmental studies and author
of Managing without Growth: Slower
by Design, Not Disaster Peter Victor delivered a lecture on Monday at Wilfrid Laurier University.
Victor presented the significance between business and the
environment.
Victor is the founding president of
the Canadian Society of Ecological

I

- Arshad Desai

LAURIER
Career Development Centre
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.. The prorogation of Parliament ends a session....The principal effect of ending a session by prorogation is
to end business. All government bills that have not received Royal Assent prior to prorogation cease to
exist; committee activity also ceases:'

Canadians call for accountability
from cover

YUSUF KIDWAI PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

While local opposition candidates attended Saturday's protest,
elected Conservative MPs for the region were all noticeably absent.

~library

The rally on Jan. 23 in Waterloo
was one of many held across the
country, arranged by the organization that had been initiated on
Facebook with the group Canadians Against Proroguing Parliament
{CAPP).
"The message it sends is that
yeah, we get frustrated with parliament all the time and we complain
about how it works but we still want
it there. It's a necessary function in
all its ugliness;' said Griffin Carpenter, president of the Laurier Campus
Greens.
Members of the Laurier Campus
Greens and the WLU Young Liberals
attended the rally alongside partner
organizations from the University of
Waterloo.
Having followed the movements
on Facebook, group leaders were
able to recognize and make plans to
take part in the rally that, until this
past weekend, remained an online
force only.
"There is this sentiment in government and among a lot of political pundits as well that the Facebook
campaign wasn't more than 'lazyism; the lack of activism;' said Nick
Gibson, president of the WLU Young
Liberals.
Critics have cited that the move
to prorogue was an attempt to
avoid scrutiny regarding the Mghan
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''

It is our job as citizens to

ensure that the integrity
of our parliamentary
democracy is upheld:'
-Katie Preiss, co-ordinatorfor the
Waterloo chapter ofCAPP

detainees, as it is one of many bills
that will be scrapped with the abrupt
end to the session.
"We want our politicians to be
accountable," said Gibson, reiterating the protesters' demands for
government transparency that he
felt has been lost in the process of
prorogation.
"On a lot of issues I think we may
be divided but I think on this one
there is some unity;' said Larry Aberle, president for the NDP Kitchener-Centre riding, to the crowd of
Waterloo residents with diverse political affiliations.
"Our goal with this rally is not just
to express our unhappiness with
Stephen Harper's decision to prorogue but also to encourage and reinforce the importance of participation," said Preiss.

Protesters
across the
country

300 in Edmonton
750 in Halifax
2,000 in Vancouver
4,000 in Ottawa
5,000 inMontreal
9,000 in Toronto
216,000

over
members in ilie Canadians
Against Proroguing
Parliament Facebook group
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Okinawa: old wounds, new battle
American-Japanese relations intensify over U.S. secretary of state Hillary Clinton's proposed relocation of
an American military base on the Japanese island of Okinawa that has been in operation since 1945
ALEXANDROS MITSIOPOULOS

STAFF WRITER
On Aug. 15, 1945, Japan officially
surrendered to the United States.
The Second World War was not
easy for Japan. The island community of Okinawa remembers this
well. The Battle of Okinawa, codenamed Operation Iceberg, became
the largest amphibious assault in
the Pacific theatre.
The war memorial in Ginowan
City is overcast by the Futenma Marine Corps Air Station. Captured in
1945, it has since housed 6o per cent
of the American forces in Japan and
their families.
As the decades passed, office
buildings, apartments and commercial establishments have come to
surround Futenma. At 92,000 residents, Ginowan is not a particularly
large city. However, the daily bustle
of fighter jets overhead have begun
to wear patience thin.
While successfully brokering
peace in East Asia, Futenma needs
to move; a statement that the
Americans and Japanese can finally agree upon. However, not
much else has united the two
sides over this issue and tensions still bum.
The question ofwhere
the base will move to, how
it will

get there and how much it will cost
still troubles both sides. On Jan. 12,
U.S. secretary of state Hillary Clinton met with Japan's foreign minister, Katsuya Okada, to discuss the
issue. While promising not to let the
dispute sour relations, the disagreement has reopened deep wounds.

Negotiations have stubbornly
pressed on since 1996.
After an incident involving three
marines gang-raping a 12 year-old
Okinawan girl caused uproar in the
community, Japan has opposed almost every attempt to reconcile differences with the Americans.

"·
I
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Nonetheless, Clinton has been
firm in her proposal. She insists that
Futenma be relocated within the island itself; a suggestion that has left
Okinawans distraught.
Yukio Hatoyama, Japan's new1 ly elected prime minister, had
vowed to personally oversee that
Futenma be ousted from the
island entirely, a promise
made during his election
campaign. That promise became the principle source of friction
with the current Obama
administration.
The Hatoyama administration, acting under the Democratic Party
of Japan (DPJ}, has continually refused to move
the base to a bay in northeastern Okinawa in exchange for the withdrawal of8,ooo marines.
Early in her diplomatic career, Clinton
enacted a treaty with
Japan's former government, the Liberal Democratic
Party (LDP).
In order to
relocate
Futenma,
the U.S. was
demanding six billion
USD. The Americans expected the
Japanese to honour the request
even after the new government,
the DPJ, assumed power.
The style of relations practiced
by the U.S. has been successful in
securing 53 years of co-operation
with the LDP. However, it is doubtful
that the Hatoyama administration
and the DPJ will stand for it.
In the early 1960s, the treaty of
mutual co-operation and security yielded extremely favourable
results. The Japanese offered the
Americans military bases and cold
cash in exchange for nuclear and
non-nuclear American security.
This helped to bolster peace.
However, relations have cooled off
over the past decade.
At the time, Junichiro Koizumi,
Japan's prime minister, had pledged
his contribution to the war on terror
1
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following the attacks on Sept. 11,
2001. Additionally, the U.S. had anticipated the emergence of a new
Japan, one aligned to an active security agenda. To date, Japan has made
no effort on either front.
Proponents of the security alliance have insisted that over the
years, the ongoing U.S. presence has
afforded the Japanese more than just
peace.
In fact, many argue that the U.S.
occupation of the island nation has
allowed the country to keep military
spending at a minimum, instead
permitting the government to direct
efforts towards the economy and
various commercial industries.
Others claim that Japan has
grown subordinate to American
interests.
Jan. 19 marked the soth anniversary of the security treaty marking
the alliance between Japan and the

u.s.

This marker presents a good opportunity to reopen talks. However,
the wounds of the past have proven
hard to forget and continue to hamper future reconciliation.

47,000
The total number of American
troops based in Japan. most of
whom reside on the island of
Okinawa.

50
The number of years the Japanese-Ame rican security alliance
has been in operation.

85 o/o
Number of Okinawans who oppose the U.S. military's presence
on the island. accord ing to a
2007 Okinawan Times poll
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The BBC reports that on Jan. 22,
a woman taking an art class at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art
damaged a Picasso painting by
falling into it. The painting, which
sustained a 15 em vertical tear, is in
the process of being repaired.
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The BBC reported that thousands of
indigenous people celebrated thereelection of President Evo Morales.
D~ring his 2005 term, Morales gave
the indigenous people improved
rights and autonomy.

The French government may
soon ban burkas in public places.
According to the BBC, a six-month
parliamentary commission is
underway to investigate the issue
and reach a final ruling.

According to the
,
in the first two weeks ofJanuary
Chinese banks loaned over 175
billion USD. As a result, Chinese
banks have paused their monetary
lending until February.

Laurier community
reacts to Haiti crisis
Student initiatives raise over $10,000 for Canadian Red Cross
PAULA MILLAR
INTERNATIONAL EDITOR

ELLI GARLIN STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

On Monday, Jan. 25, Laurier students kicked off a week-long
fundraising campaign for the ongoing Haiti disaster relief.

Massachusetts
election upset
Republicans pick up Kennedy's vacant
seat and end Obama's super senate
NIKICIA PHILLIPS
CORD INTERNATIO NAL

The hoopla surrounding Massachusetts's newly elected senator,
Republican Scott Brown, is not be cause he once posed for a centrefold of a 1982 issue of
Instead, Brown's win over Democrat Martha Coakley in last week's
special senate election to fill the
late Ted Kennedy's seat increased
the number of Republicans in the
senate to 41 - giving the GOP legal
clout to block legislation.
Brown's win is somewhat of a
shock, considering he is the first
Republican senator elected in Massachusetts since 1972. The win also
comes amidst debate surrounding
the introduction of universal healthcare in the United States.
Although his victory has been attributed to good political campaigning, it also signals dissatisfaction
wit}l President Barack Obama's proposed policies.
Undoubtedly, the political implications of the Republican victory are
considerable. The U.S. Senate needs
the support of 6o out of its 100
members to pass the crucial healthcare legislation currently being debated in Washington. Brown has
promised to be the 41st senator to
vote against the bill in question. His
victory means that in order to pass
the controversial bill, some Republicans will need to cross the floor and
side with the Democrats on the issue ofhealthcare.
The likelihood of this is slim.
Even when a particular party holds
the majority needed in Congress to

pass legislation; it can be particularly difficult to amass the support
needed. Unarguably, the election of
a Republican senator presents a significant setback to Obama's liberal
agenda.
Another possibility is to pass the
bill using reconciliation, a somewhat complicated legislative process in which the Senate only needs
51 votes in order to bypass a filibuster. Dr. Barry Kay, a political science
professor at Wilfrid La:urier University, said that in order to salvage
whatever vision of universal healthcare the president had for America,
"the House should accept the Senate
version of bill and work out some of
the technical problems later ... .the
bill is not dead but certainly there
are serious challenges:'
While this may be not the type of
"change" Obama envisioned for his
presidency, he is quickly learning
that promises made during the election campaign can prove difficult
to keep in the culture of "politics as
usual" still alive in Washington.
After the news of Brown's win
last week, Obama told ABC News
that he blames himself for the shift
in the balance of power on Capitol
Hill.
He feels that he neglected to
foster a good connection with the
American people and that the public
suffers from a "feeling of remoteness and detachment" from its
government.
In light of this most recent senate
upset for the Democrats, it is hard
to say how well the Obama camp
will fair as the 2010 election year
presses on.

Two weeks after a 7.0 magnitude
earthquake rocked the Caribbean
island nation of Haiti, the country's
capital remains in ruins, its infrastructure badly damaged and any
prqspects of rebuilding, at least in
the near future, remain out of the
question.
Moreover, the devastation and
destruction left in the wake of this
latest natural disaster continue to
pose far too great a humanitarian
challenge for the country to confront
alone.
In response to the initial crisis,
countless individuals across the
globe mobilized to offer assistance
and to facilitate the channeling of
aid into the hard-hit nation.
As the days press on, theresponse has only seen increasing
momentum.
Interestingly, the Canadian contribution to the Haitian relief effort
has been especially generous - so

much so that it was even noted by
the
Reflecting on Laurier's reaction to
the crisis, Corey Sherwood, a firstyear business student and the brains
behind We Love U (WLU) Haiti, a
charitable group organized within
days of the earthquake, said, "The
Laurier community has not hesitated whatsoever to respond:'
For Sherwood, assisting in the
Haiti relief effort was a personal
calling.
He explained, "My mom was born
in Port-au-Prince ... that is really
what motivated me to do this event:'
In response to the outpouring of
support from all members of the
university community, Sherwood
said, "Laurier is a small community
with big hearts:'
This very sentiment was echoed
by another student-led initiative to
raise funds for Haiti.
Lucy Zhang and Ruxi Coman, second-year business students, spearheaded the Laurier Haiti Relief Aid
group. Zhang and Coman expressed
similar gratitude in regards to what

they considered an overwhelmingly
positive .response from Laurier students and faculty.
As of Tuesday, the group had
collected donations totaling over
$10,000, including the amount
raised by the Laurier Bookstore.
As well, this past weekend the
Wilfrid Laurier University Students'
Union followed through on their
own ambitious Haiti relief campaign. According to WLUSU president Laura Sheridan, the combined
charitable efforts ofWilf's, the Turret and the Terrace amassed a grand
total of$3.360.
All of the funds raised from each
of the aforementioned groups will
be donated to the Canadian Red
Cross on behalf of Wilfrid Laurier
University.
On Tuesday, the City ofWaterloo also announced a donation of
$10,000 to Haiti relief efforts.
"Amongst a time of struggle for
many in Haiti;' Sheridan said, "it
brings hope to see the determination of our Laurier community in
helping others:'
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STIRUNG, SCOTLAND
The BBC reports that primatologist
Betsy Herrelko is behind the world's
first film made by chimpanzees. The
primates learned how to operate a
touch screen chimpcam as a part
ofHerrelko's PhD studies at the
University of Stirling, UK.

in brief

-Compiled by Deanna Sim

BUSHEHR,IRAN
According to the BBC, Iran, with
the help of Russia, will open their
first nuclear plant in 2011. Despite
failed attempts in the 1990s, the
Atomic Energy Organization of Iran
is certain the Bushehr nuclear plant
will be a success.

BERUN, GERMANY
The Toronto Star reports that British
scientists may have discovered the
remains of Princess Eadgyth at the
Magdeburg Cathedral. This 10th
century princess will be the oldest
English royal to be unearthed.

INTERNATIONAL
According to the BBC, high pressure
water cannons have been installed
on cargo ships. It is hoped that
the installation of cannons will
discourage pirates from boarding
ships and taking hostages.

Haiti: Canada's new Afghanistan
The Global Citizenship Conference inspires dialogue and raises questions about Canadian efforts abroad

ALANNA WALLACE
IN DEPTH EDITOR

These past few weeks, Haiti has
captured the world's attention. Not
to be left out, the Canadian government has wasted no time in sending
relief to the Haitian capital of Portau-Prince and other earthquake-affected areas of the country.
With Canada's current involvement in NATO's mission in Afghanistan, Globe and Mail columnist
Christie Blatchford argues that Haiti
provides the government with a
"feel-good opportunity" to produce
tangible development and relief-related results.
The Globe and Mail reports that the
focal point of Canada's post-quake
relief efforts will be on the hardhit city and earthquake epicentre of

Jacmel. Jacmel has been the focus of
Canadian public and private sector
involvement for more than 10 years.
Today, virtually every structure in
the city lies in ruins.
To some, the emergency response
to Haiti has afforded the Canadian
government, which has come under
harsh criticism over the mission in
Afghanistan and the proroguing of
parliament, an opportunity to renewitself.
In an attempt to do so, after the
Canadian public raised $67 million
for aid organizations in Haiti, the
government raised the previous $50
million cap they put on their donation to match the public's donation.
Almost immediately, many have
begun to compare Canada's efforts
in Afghanistan to those in Haiti.
One of the issues discussed at
this weekend's Global Citizenship
Conference on campus was Canada's role in Afghanistan, with Wilfrid Laurier University global studies
professor Sara Matthews and Laurier student Adam Lewis participating in a panel on the issue.

The discussion turned towards a
drawing of parallels between Canada's commitment in Afghanistan
and our growing dedication to Haiti.
"It's interesting that there's a lot
of focus on Haiti right now;' said
Lewis. "Because this is one region of the world where Canada
has had a very strong influence,
much in the way that they've had in
Afghanistan."
Blatchford wrote that in light of
the public's faltering patience regarding Canada's current commitment in Afghanistan, Haiti offers
the government, military and development initiatives a good opportunity for some much needed positive
publicity.
While Haiti has become a relief
effort that Canadians have begun to
rally behind by donating time, supplies and money, Afghanistan is left
waiting in the wings.
Public support for the mission
in Afghanistan is crumbling as the
Canadian death toll rises. The CBC
reports that as of Jan. 18, 139 Canadian soldiers have been killed since

2002.
No matter which way you look at
it, Canadian aid workers and civilians helping Haitians in need make
for a much more positive photo-op.
Such images also detract the public's
attention from the lack of tangible
results in Afghanistan oflate.
Blatchford claims that many of
the things political leaders and others are saying about Haiti were said
about Afghanistan eight years ago,
when Canada's mission first commenced. She also claims that Canada has become weary of the amount
of soldiers and resources lost and
·a ggravated by a lack of results.
Arguably, Canada has stronger
ties with Haiti than Afghanistan.
This is evident in Canada's relatively large Haitian communities,
French as a common language and
the accessibility of the island for Canadian troops.
Perhaps most importantly,
Blatchford points out that Haiti provides Canadian search-and-rescue
specialists, airmen and sailors a
chance to create positive change

without putting themselves in the
line of fire.
Dealing with looters and civil unrest successfully portrays a better
sense of security for our forces. It .
also provides a good opportunity for
organizations to produce tangible
results with their aid relief.
Afghanistan may perhaps be in
worse shape politically, developmentally, socially and economically
than ever before, and Blatchford
concluded that in the fast-paced
world of emergency aid and reporting, "We have moved on: Haiti is
hot, Afghanistan is not."
The annual Global Citizenship
Conference focused on "breaking
the culture of silence;' with a strong
emphasis on creating dialogue surrounding certain issues, including
Afghanistan.
As Haiti continues its domination of the headlines, and if Canada
wishes to make any positive impact
in Afghanistan, it is imperative that
Blatchford's conclusions do not continue to be the reality.
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Can m~ and WQmen be just friends?
It's a popular topic of discussion for a reason. Features Editor Shannon Busta tries to
discern if it is really possible to ignore our biological make-up and be close friends
o why does this question spark such heated
conversation?
Regardless of whether you say yay or nay,
rest assured that someone within shouting
distance feels the complete opposite. The fact is
everyone has had different experiences when it
comes to close friends of the opposite sex, but
some things remain constant.
For many of us, it is perfectly natural to feel
a sexual attraction to those of the opposite
sex; being labeled as a friend won't change
this. That being said, many people manage
to make cross-sex friendships (CSF) work
everyday.
In a poll of 6o students, 14 argued
that men and women could not be close
friends. Typically the argument was that
at least one of the two individuals would
inevitably fall in love or be unable to resist their physical desires.
For the most part, literature on the
, ,,_,,, ,....,,...
subject argues that yes, it is possible for
men and women to be just friends. Dis' agree? Just remember, you're not hopeless because you've hooked up with one
or five ofyour close friends after drunken
adventuring.
In a 2002 Psychology Today article, Linda
Sapadin, a New York psychologist, states,
"The belief that men and women can't be
friends comes from another era in which
women were at home, men were in the
workplace and the only way they could
get together was for romance."
Women and men no longer occupy
different spheres in society. While we
were once separated between work and
home, now work and attend school together and are forced to interact on a daily basis. It is inevitable that close bonds
will form between members ofthe opposite sex, apparently it is very possible to
keep those bonds platonic.
A 2003 study by H. M. Reeder titled
"The effect of gender role orientation
on same and cross-sex friendships
and the psychology ofhomosociality" reported that 100 per
cent of university-aged men
and 75 per cent of women
reported having at least
one close friend of the
opposite sex.

S
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What is interesting about these statistics is that
two-thirds of the women that those men referred
to as "close friends" did not consider those men
"close friends."
So it appears that most of us have friends of
the opposite sex, but the question is why? Maybe
we secretly see these relationships as a potential
means to hook up. It seems men do.
"Men are thought to be more likely to have a
CSF than women because men (more than women) tend to view CSFs as a gateway to a sexual and/
or romantic relationship," Reeder's article states.
The article also states that a large percentage of women- as many as 30 - addrnited to
thinking of one or more of their friends as
potential husbands should they not meet
anyone else by a certain age.
Another study published by the University of Edinburgh in 2006, "The challenge of sexual attraction with heterosexuals' cross-sex friendships", argues
that "there are at least four unique challenges faced by individuals in CSFs:
defining the relationship, managing
sexual attraction, establishing equality, and managing the interference of
others."
Unfortunately, these things may be
easier said than done.
When was the last time you attempted to define a relationship
with a friend of the opposite sex?
How does one go about establishing
equality?
If this is the formula for successfully awiding sex with a close friend,
it rnilbt explain the following survey
results.
According to a 2004 online survey ofthousands ofwomen done by
handbag. com, 83 per cent feel that
it is possible for men and women to
have platonic relationships (numbers that reflect our own survey).
That being said, 40 per cent admitted to having sex with a close male
friend.
These numbers reflect a belief in the possibility, but also an
understanding of how difficult
it can be to not cross that line
with cross-sex friends.

.

...'
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Haiti ·relief event
held at Maxwell's
Last night's open mic saw large turnout
ANDREA MILLET
LEAD REPORTER

''

In this case it doesn't

Maxwell's Music House drew in a
large crowd on Tuesday night when
their weekly open mic night transformed into a benefit for Haiti. Two
Laurier alumni, Sarah Sheridan and
owner of the music club Paul Maxwell, worked together to organize
the event.
"He has the business and I had
the idea to just come and get a
bunch of people together, not only
to enjoy the music and enjoy the
company, but why not save yourself
a drink and instead use that money
to put towards a good cause," said
Sheridan.
The money raised will be donated to World Vision, where donations collected before Feb. 12 will
then be doubled by the Canadian
government.
The organization is working in
Haiti to provide clean water supplies, to send volunteers to provide aid and to build safe havens for
children.
The event was run in the same
way as the open mic nights held
there every Tuesday, where artists can sign up to perform, and are
given time to perform about three
songs.
For this event, a cover charge was
not applied; instead a "pay what you
can" system was encouraged.
Containers were placed onstage
and passed through the crowd of
spectators so that anyone in the audience could give whatever donation they wanted.
"I've done events in the past and
usually it's a cover, just to make
sure everyone has paid a standard
fee, but really in this case it doesn't

really matter if you are
a student and can only

give a couple of bucks
or if you can give a
hundred:'
-Sarah Sheridan, event organizer

matter if you are a student and can
only give a couple of bucks or if you
can give a hundred," said Sheridan.
Artists geared their music towards the mood of the event; Katelyn Bearinger, Victoria Nickel and
Katrina Teichroeb chose songs
to perform such as David Barns'
"10,000 Children:'
"[The benefit) was part of the
reason we came. We picked our
songs for it;' said vocalist Teichroeb.
" [10,000 Children)' talked about
how we have so much here and that
there are a lot of people that don't,
especially in Haiti right now:·
Turnout for the benefit was impressive, as community members
gathered to play their music and
share their support and donations
for the relief work being done in
Haiti.
Sheridan explains that a normal Tuesday night usually draws in
about 50 people by 10:30 p.m.
Last night, however, saw a relatively full crowd gathered by only
9=1sp.m.

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Veteran photographer Wilhelm Nassau stands in front of a 500-camera collection that he helped
build; he will teach a course at Laurier on the history of photography beginning on Feb. 3.
ELISE COTTER
STAFF WRITER

tis hard to believe that a 71-year-old love affair
with photography can originate from an encounter with mushrooms, but for Wilhelm Nassau it
did.
As a high school student, he volunteered to photograph this species of fungus for his biology professor.
"I didn't know much about photography, but with
mushrooms, it was easy;• said Nassau.
Nassau went on to pursue a master's degree in fine
arts at the Vienna State.Academy for graphic arts.
He then worked with the British army, which occupied his homeland of Austria post-Second World
War, and received his first professional experience as
a news photographer and cinematographer.
With a career spanning just over half a century,
it is only fitting that Nassau was asked to host the
Laurier Prssociation for Lifelong Learning's course,
called "The History of Photography:•
The lessons of the course will cover the basic principles of photography.
"I cannot expect to teach anybody about photography in six weeks," Nassau told The Cord in an interview at the Media Technology Resources Office in.
Bricker Academic, where his immense camera collection is on display.
Nassau would like to cover the basics of camera
technology and its progression, but will leave the rest
up to his students.
"I intend to go into the classroom and ask [questions), so the class will be tailored."
When asked his opinion on the evolution of photography, Nassau offers a simple answer:"Basically,
photography hasn't changed; the technique has
changed, but the artistic aspect hasn't."
He continued, explaining that good photography,
in terms of its technique, is now easier to achieve.
In terms of what constitutes good photography
beyond correct exposure and focus, Nassau offers

I

NICK LACHANCE PHOTO GRAPHY MANAGER

A performer plays the bongos at the open mic for Haiti relief.

one simple condition: "You have to be able to express
yourself in the best possible way. It is really a form of
expression:'
After working for the CBC and the NFL as a freelance cameraman, following a one-year stint with
ABC, Nassau was more.than happy to accept an invitation to join Laurier, then Waterloo Lutheran University, in 1968.
As a new faculty member he taught film and photography in the fine arts program - which has since
been cut- while obtaining a master's degree in
archeology.
He is also responsible for opening the audiovisual
department, but he humbly credits the achievement
to John Durst, the current manager of Media Technology Resources.
Durst reciprocates his appreciation for Nassau
when explaining how much he has learned from him.
"It's pretty amazing that he's still quite active at his
age. I could never keep up with him;• Durst laughed.
Nassau's projects include two documentaries he
contributes to every year and work he does with the
Canadian Clay & Glass Gallery in Waterloo, as well
as museums in Austria.
He is a member of various film and photography
societies, and he also maintains the extensive camera collection compiled by him and Durst, which is
located in the Media Technology Resources office.
This, in addition to his past work - photographing
the Queen Mother, the Queen, Orson Wells and John
F. Kennedy - makes for a remarkable resume.
However, Nassau maintains he is most fond of
his teaching career, explaining that the rest are "just
assignments."
"I like the teaching, I like the interaction with
young people. 1felt I was being paid to do what I like
to do best," he said.
The six-week course. taught by Nassau. will be
offered from Feb. 3 to Mar. 10 and will focus on
the history of photography. It has a capacity of
25 people.
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Renaissance man
Actor, playwright and slam poet Carlos Andres Gomez
wrapped up the 2010 Global Citizenship Conference at Laurier
KATIE FLOOD
STAFF WRITER

wo-time U.S. National Poetry Slam finalist, winner of a Los Angeles Music
Award for Spoken Word
Album of the year and star of Spike
Lee's Inside Man, New York's Carlos
Andres Gomez impressed the Laurier community this past Sunday
with much more than his countless
achievements.
Covering issues oflanguage,
voice, education, masculinity, oppression and race, Gomez gave an
eye-opening performance at the
Turret as the concluding speaker of
the 2010 Global Citizenship Conference at Laurier focused on "Breaking the Culture of Silence:'
From the beginning of his performance, Gomez's energy and vibrancy let the audience know that it
was not going to be a typical poetry
reading.
"We're going to do a bunch of different stuff ... we're going be moved,
we're going to be excited, hopefully
offended ... ifl do what I'm supposed to do;' Gomez told the crowd.

T

Setting the tone for an open atmosphere throughout, Gomez gave
a performance with a fair share of
humor, sadness and inspiration.
As a former social worker in Harlem and the South Bronx as well as
a public school teacher in Philadelphia and Manhattan, Gomez draws
on many of this experiences as inspiration for his art. He told the audience that he is "not that creative ...
it's all real life:'
Gomez's first poem was entitled
"Everything:' Undoubtedly the lightest of the performances, "Everything" is Gomez's unique version of
a love poem.
"You are a bowl of Captain
Crunch cereal that won't end and
I'm four in a bright red onesie with
a buttflap in the back;' his poem
began.
·
"It's a Saturday morning at seven
o'clock sharp and Transformers is on
... the 1V show, followed by Fraggle
Rock, followed by the Thunder Cats.
You are that feeling:'
As Gomez continued, his slam
poetry became increasingly more
impressive.
Often targeting heavier subjects, such as gender roles and race,

Gomez narrated ordinary encounters in his life, such as a high school
boy asking, "What's genocide?", to
greater social implications such as
the pandemic of unawareness in
North America.
Gomez's truthful spoken word
poems were an ideal conclusion
to a successful weekend for the
Fourth Annual Global Citizenship
Conference.
This year marks Gomez's second appearance at Wilfrid Laurier
University.
"There's something so culturally
open, and just amazing.... I don't
know if it's just all Canadians, but
I'm going to attribute it to Laurier
right now. I've had incredibly great
experiences in the Laurier community;' Gomez told The Cord after his
performance.
Gomez reminisced about his first
performance ever in August 1999.
"I was about to be a senior, and I
went into this little cafe ... and performed a really corny, bad poem," he
joked.
·
Showing great improvements
over the past decade, Gomez presents us with a style of art that is a
rare find today.

Last Band Standing's third installment at
Wilf's saw Funk in the Oven as its victor,·
the last installment will be held on Feb. 11
LAURA SEDGWICK

~/
ONLY
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and receive a
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After a night of Laurier musicians
showcasing their talent on the Wilf's
stage, innovative band Funk in the
Oven came out victorious as Ateam's Last Band Standing (LBS).
"It was fairly close, but I think
there was a clear favourite amongst
the audience;' said one of the LBS
judges Ryan Wycherley, a former
Radio Laurier executive.
"[Funk in the Oven] had a genre
that you don't usually hear new
bands doing anymore. It was
refreshing:'
Their high energy and seamless transitions were what set them
apart from the other bands.
It was obvious that each memher was a talented musician in his
or her own right from the drummer
to the saxophonist to the keyboardist; together, they were impressively
·cohesive, feeding off each other's
vivacity.
Funk also seemed to place more
of an emphasis on the visual aspect
of their performance rather than
strictly the auditory.
The entire band was decked out in
pink shirts with black ties, and both
singers were wearing satin green
shirts with suit jackets.
While on stage, front man Mike
Vukovich already seemed to be convinced that he was a rock star; judging by the audience's reaction, he
was right.
His eccentric approach and disheveled style pushed Funk to the
top.
Vukovich compared his band'~
sound to "swimming without any
trunks ... because it's really free and
breezy:'
Ironically, he also advised students to "brush [their] teeth and
comb [their] hair"; though, apparently he hasn't done so (at least not
the combing part) since he was 10.
The first band of the night was
Third District, a professionalsounding group of musicians that
quickly garnered respect from the
audience.
"The lead singer was phenomenal;' said judge Wycherley. "They
definitely had potential:'

''

We were having
breakfast and were like,

we should make a funk
band because we like

funk. Funk is funky:·
-Frontman Mike Vukovith on how
Funk in the Oven got started

Third District had excellent harmonies and a radio-quality sound.
The highlight of their set was a solid
cover of Drake's "Best I Ever Had:'
They changed the style of the
song, making it their own, and even
had the crowd singing along with
them.
The next band to hit the stage was
The Sauce.
"The Sauce seemed more like a
jam band;' commented Wycherley.
"You could really tell that they
were a bunch of friends that enjoyed
playing music together:'
Though they had some issues
with the venue's sound levels, they
were talented overall and well-received.
Vukovich described them as a
cross between The Strokes and Velvet Underground.
Next to take stage were victors
Funk in the Oven; after that, the final band of the night was The Odessa Steps Sequence.
"The Odessa incorporated so
many different genres into their music;' said Wycherley.
"They had an '8os Brit-pop feel to
them at times. Then they switched
to a folk, country-rock sound, which
is really strange and really unique.
I don't know what their best sound
is;' he added, "but they're exploring
different things:'
The Last Band Standing finale
will take place on Feb. 11 with previous winners The Dirty Nil, Insignia,
Funk in the Oven and wildcard Third
District.
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The talented cast of Follies performing show-opener "Beautiful Girls" at Laurier Musical Theatre's Thursday night show to a packed crowd in the Theatre Auditorium.

A Broadway spectacle at Laurier
ELISE COTTER
STAFF WRITER

T

hree exclusive performances of Follies - put on
by Laurier Musical Theatre
on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday in the Theatre Auditorium,
offered a rare opportunity to see
a huge cast of students reproducing Stephen Sondheim's renowned
Broadway m usical.
The musical, involving 37 cast
members in 21 performance numbers, a pit band of 14 and a production team of 18, was no doubt a
challenging, yet ultimately rewarding exercise for producer Stephanie
Reich and director Hilary Jones.
Set in an old Broadway theatre
about to be replaced by a parking
lot, the story involves the reunion of
showgirls from the past production

Weismann's Follies.
At the offset, theatre owner Dimitri Weissman (played by Donnie
Langley) welcomes his past employees and the audience to a night
where they'll "glamorize the old
days, fall into a song or two and lie
to [themselves] a little."

The four leads, playing unhappily
married couples Buddy and Sally
Plummer and Ben and Phyllis Rogers Stone, were excellently cast. Particular stand-outs were Phyllis (Tori
Ludwig) and Buddy (Jon Sieb).
Ludwig perfectly delivers the
glamorous and cruel persona of an
unsatisfied wife, while Sieb, with his
high-pitched voice and high-energy
humour,neverbreaksform,evenin
the most challenging scenes.
The entire performance, especially the second half, becomes a
continuous talent show. Some cast
members, such as Rebecca Ward
who sings "One More Kiss" and
Nyorni Puil with "I'm Still Here",
emerge from the supporting cast to
deliver sensational performances.
Others, such as Sieb when performing "Buddy's Blues", simply reaffirmed their talents.
However, within the extensive
body ofhigh quality performers, it
was inevitable that those who were
not at the same calibre were easily
noticed.
As well, it was clear that some
numbers - such as "Rain on the
Roof" and "Bolero d'A mour" slowed down the show. However,

the low points were, thankfully, a
rarity and quickly camouflaged by
more impressive performances.
Undoubtedly, the most exciting
numbers involved the majority of
the cast.
In unison with great timing, they
sang and danced their way around
each other.
Outside of the musical numbers,
timing was well maintained, with
the performers taking the audience
from conversation to conversation
during the party settings.
The young selves of both "Weismann's Girls" and their future
husbands performing simultaneously with the present ones is an
innovative technique that works
well in highlighting the characters'
hopeful beginnings and current
disappointments.
With insightful quotations such
as "we don't do anything anymore,
we say;• the ironic conflict of an idealized past and a mediocre existence
was the musical's main theme.
Despite admitting the impossibility of complete satisfaction, the end
does provide hope, since both couples are unable to abandon the ones
they truly love.

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Benjamin Stone (Greg Evans) and Phyllis Roger Stone (Tori Ludwig)
rediscover their love as the reincarnations of their past look on.

Follies: the Broadway musical
Based on music and lyrics by Stephen Sonaheim and a book by James
Goldman, Follies opened on Apr. 4, 1971 and has won a cumulative
seven Tonys. Originally, the musical was called The Girls Upstairs and
centres around a reunion of the cast of past production Weismann's
Follies when they find out that the theatre it played in is being demolished. A film version written by Aaron Sorkin will be released in 2012.

A blast from the past: Unknown Pleasures
The Cord uncovers a hidden gem in the depths of post-punk history: Joy Division's first album
SARAH MACDONALD
STAFF WRITER

Unknown Pleasures
Joy Division
Release date: 1979
Factory Records

Significance:

One of two
albums to include the brilliant
musician that was lan Curtis. Unkown Pleasures was an album
that not only paved the way for
·new wave· but also gave way to
a new way of making music.

Ian Curtis was a genius. Ian Curtis
was tragic. Curtis' band Joy Division is one of the most influential of
not only the "new wave" movement
ofthe '8os, but also of the new wave
revival that began 10 years ago.
Released in 1979 with Factory
Records, the band's first album Unknown Pleasures is a hugely significant album in the development of
music, which is impressive considering the band didn't even exist past
1980.
Due to Curtis' depressive state coping with epilepsy and a failing
marriage - he committed suicide
in 1980 on the eve before a massive
U.S. -wide tour with The Buzzcocks.
After Curtis' death, Joy Division
came to an end and its remaining
members formed New Order, a significant new wave band.
To this day, it is doubtful that New
Order could have carried the same

sound or influence on future gen- ·
erations of musicians without the
strong musical impact of Curtis'
baritone voice and distinctive, creative style.
While Unknown Pleasures did not
capture the awesome raw power
Cuitis and company had during
live performances, the album is
nonetheless something that every
synthesized-obsessed music nerd
should listen to.
The opening track "Disorder" begins with a typical, simple drumbeat characteristic of the '8os punk
movement in England.
But what makes Joy Division's
songs so different from punk or
emerging post-punk bands is the
powerful combination of Curtis' vocals - a solid, dark bass line - and
the faint sound of the perfect guitar
riff.
"Shadowplay" is another notable
song on this record. It also features a
strong bass line, which sets a tone of
darkness that is prevalent throughout the record.

Throughout this song and others,
noises such as whooshes or breaking glass are created by a sound
machine.
Creating such different sounds
with a machine was a revolutionary
technique that became widespread
in the '8os throughout a variety of
musical styles, including pop songs.
Covers of"Shadowplay" have
been performed by many artists.
One of the most recent was by
The Killers, who played it for the
soundtrack of Curtis' biopic Control.
It has become a favourite of theirs to
play during shows.
Sadly - while the homages are
well-intended- the simplicity of
Curtis' vocals and lyrics often become lost and swept-up in the fanciful nature of stadium shows and
audiences who aren't familiar with
Joy Division's music.
"Love Will Tear Us Apart" is arguably the most recognizable song in
Joy Division's arsenal.
While it doesn't appear on this album, powerfully dark and rich songs

like "I Remember Nothing" demonstrate sophistication in their attempt to play with new machines to
create new sounds.
Though no true synthesizers like
the type featured in "Love Will Tear
Us Apart" appear until their second
album Closer, Unknown Pleasures illustrates the foundation of a musical
evolution.
Bands today like Editors or Interpol, would not have the distinct
melancholic, darkness significant to
their respective sounds if it weren't
for Curtis and Joy Division's Un-

known Pleasures.

Notable covers
Massive Attack: "New Dawn
Fades·
Moby: "New Dawn Fades·
Pavement: "D1sorder"
The Killers: "Shadowplay·

----------------~--------------------~--------~----------~--~~"~-----------------~------------------~----~---------~-
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Read next week's issue of The Cord for the official list of nominees to find out how right
our predictions were,· stay tuned for continuing Oscars coverage until the big day: Mar. 1

Predicting next
week's Oscar
nominations

Arts bites
The latest news in
entertainment
Drunk on a plane

Staff Writer Wade Thompson and Laurier
professor Peter Kuling unveil their picks

Wade Thompson, Staff Writer

Peter Kuling, WLU Professor

Best Supporting Actor

Best Picture
Normally, this category wouldn't be
so hard, but the jump from five to 10
nominees requires a little more effort in the decision-making process.
It's pretty clear that Up in the Air,

The Hurt Locker, Inglourious Basterds
and (as much as it pains me to say)
Avatar are all in the race, with films
like Precious, An Education and Invictus
pulling in behind.
With the final three nods, I believe
the Academy will attempt to please
the masses, acknowledging Star Trek,
500 Days ofSummer and Up, making it
only the second animated film nominated for Best Picture ever.
500 Days of Summer
An Education
Avatar
The Hurt Locker
lnglourious Basterds
lnvictus
Precious
Star Trek
Up
Up in the Air

Best Actor
Really, the race seems to be between
three guys right now: Jeff Bridges,
George Clooney and new kid on the
block Jeremy Renner.
It's probably also fair to say that
Colin Firth has a spot in the group
and that the fifth and final spot is
Morgan Freeman's to lose.
I just can't resist my instinct to
think that Michael Stuhlberg or
Shadto Copley will snake it right
out of Freeman's hands. No guts. No
glory.
Jeff Bridges. Crazy Heart
George Clooney, Up in the Air
Sharlto Copley. District 9
Colin Firth. A Single Man
Jeremy Renner. The Hurt Locker

Best Actress
For what is normally the least exciting category at the Oscars, the Best
Actress contenders are making it
exciting for everyone this year.
After her Screen Actors Guild
win on Saturday, Sandra Bullock wrapped up her nomination
right then and there, and it simply wouldn't be the Oscars if Meryl
Streep weren't in the mix.
Two newcomers, Gabby Sidibe
and Carey Mulligan, are riding the
buzz circuit, and Emily Blunt has
been late out of the gate but is gaining on everyone fast.
Emily Blunt. The Young Victoria
Sandra Bullock. The Blind Side
Carey Mulligan. An Education
Gabourey Sidibe. Precious
Meryl Streep, Julie & Julia

There is little to no doubt that Christoph Waltz has this category in the
bag. Beyond his name though, the
other four slots are up for grabs.
Woody Harrelson and Stanley
Tucci seem to have a good chance at
nabbing their first nods, and I have
to believe that the Academy will
finally acknowledge Christopher
Plummer with his first as well.
The fifth spot will be filled by either Matt Damon or Anthony Mackie. Damon is the safe bet as Mackie
hasn't hit the awards circuit radar
this entire season, but The Hurt Locker is too good for voters to pass up.
For now, I'll say Damon, but don't
underestimate a good war movie
when it comes to the Oscars.
Matt Damon. lnvictus
Woody Harrelson.
The Messenger
Christopher Plummer.
The Last Station
Stanley Tucci.
The Lovely Bones
Christoph Waltz.
lnglourious Basterds

Best Supporting Actress
I think it is safe to say that
Mo'Nique, Vera Farmiga and Anna
Kendrick are shoe-ins at this point.
I would slip Julianne Moore in
there without sweating too much,
and if it were up to me, Melanie
Laurent would take that last spot.
I don't think I'm allowed to do that
though, because she's being pitched
as a "Best Actress" contender.
None of the Nine women have a
chance anymore, since the movie
opened to rather mediocre acclaim,
so I will pencil in Samantha Morton for now and see if the war movie
mantra holds for this category too.
Vera Farmiga. Up in the Air
Anna Kendrick.. Up in the Air
Mo'Nique. Precious
Julianne Moore. A Single Man
Samantha Morton.
The Messenger

Best Director
Kathryn Bigelow, Quentin Tarantino
and the two Canadian boys, James
Cameron and Jason Reitman, have- ·
all but secured their places in the
Best Director category.
It is that last spot that has caused
some debate. In my mind, it is between Oscar-favourite Clint Eastwood and the South African fresh man Neil Blomkamp with Districtg.
There will be people who throw
Lee Daniels' name into the mix, but
I just don't think he deserves it. I'm
confident the Academy will recognize this too.
Kathryn Bigelow.
The Hurt Locker
Neil Blomkamp. District 9
James Cameron. Avatar
Jason Reitman. Up in the Air
Quentin Tarantino.
lnglourious Basterds

Best Supporting Actor
1

Best Picture
The most shocking thing about
this category is that the Academy
opened it up to 10 films as a means
of getting bigger box office pictures recognized; this can best be
summed up as The Dark Knight principle (the movie wound up placing
sixth in this category last year and
thus dropped off the ballot).
Of course, the dominant movie in
this category will also be the biggest
box office hit, so James Cameron's
Avatar will definitely lead the pack.
However, I think there are going to
be some surprises.
My personal favourite is Inglourious Basterds, and expect guaranteed
nominations for Precious, The Hurt
Locker and Up in the Air.
Avatar
District 9
lnglourious Basterds
lnvictus
Julie & Julia
Precious
Star Trek
The Hurt Locker
Up in the Air
Up

Best Actor
After Sean Penn and Mickey
Rourke's wrestle last year, the Best
Actor category seems, for lack of a
better term, "up in the air."
While Jeff Bridges stands the best
chance to win for his Kris Kristofferson-inspired country singer in Crazy
Heart, the nominees up against him
aren't a sure thing.
Make sure to look for George
Clooney, Morgan Freeman, Jeremy
Renner and Colin Firth. .
Jeff Bridges. Crazy Heart
George Clooney. Up in the Air
Colin Firth. A Single Man
Morgan Freeman. lnvictus
Jeremy Renner. The Hurt Locker

Best Actress
This category looks easier to figure out, especi3ny when you've got
Meryl Streep appearing in two stellar roles this year.
Streep as Julia Child will be the
frontrunner nominee. Also, long
overdue since her fantastic role in
Paul Haggis' Crash, Sandra Bullock
will score a nomination for The Blind

Side.
Other picks worthy of mention
here are Gabourey Sidibe, Carey
Mulligan and Emily Blunt.
Emily Blunt. The Young Victoria
Sandra Bullock. The Blind Side
Carey Mulligan. An Education
Gabourey Sidebe. Precious
Meryl Streep. Julie & Julia

Personally, I can't wait for Christoph
Waltz to receive his nomination in
this category for Inglourious Basterds.
His performance was by far the
best of anyone in any category all
year; no one expected this kind of
work from a relatively unknown
Austrian actor.
The only upset could be Christopher Plummer; filling out the rest of
the category will be Stanley Tucci,
Matt Damon and Alfred Molina.
Matt Damon.
lnvictus
Alfred Molina.
An Education
Christopher Plummer.
The Last Situation
Stanley Tucci.
The Lovely Bones
Christopher Waltz.
lnglourious Basterds

Best Supporting Actress
This category likewise offers us a
frontrunner outshining everybody,
since the Academy loves to honour
unexpected screen perfection.
Standing more of a chance
than her co-star Gabourey Sibide,
Mo'Nique will be tough to beat in
this category.
Also aiming for her spot will be
Julianne Moore, Vera Farmiga, Diane Kruger and, my longshot but total dark horse, Maggie Gyllenhaal.
Vera Farmiga.
Up in the Air
Maggie Gyllenhaal.
Crazy Heart
Diane Kruger.
lnglourious Basterds
Mo'Nique.
Precious
Julianne Moore.
A Single Man

Best Director
I can't wait to see what happens in
this category as I don't believe it's
locked up for Cameron.
While Avatar is certainly an amazing motion picture, I predict a modified Saving Private~ effect will
strike Cameron, giving him Best
Picture but not Best Director.
Voters will grow disaffected with
Cameron personally, thinking of his
film as a great team effort.
Nonetheless, I predict he will garner a nomination, losing to either
his ex-wife director Kathryn Bigelow or to long-overdue Quentin
Tarantino.
Thetworound-outnomineeswill
be Jason Reitman and Lee Daniels.
Kathryn Bigelow.
The Hurt Locker
James Cameron.
Avatar
Lee Daniels.
Precious
Jason Reitman.
Up in the Air
Quentin Tarantino.
lnglourious Basterds

Colleen Walsh, the Canadian TV
personality who was arrested in
Newfoundland last March when her
transatlantic flight was diverted to
St. John's, was fined and placed on
probation for assault and air rage
charges.
Walsh, who has worked for
CBC, CIV and Global, attributed
her actions to two bottles of wine,
sleeping pills and "menopausal
exhaustion."
Walsh said that her career and
reputation have been "devastated"
by the charges.

-MikeLakusiak

Franz Ferdinand reportedly
not 'Lovin' It'
Earlier this week, Franz Ferdinand frontman and food critic Alex
Kapranos went on an online rampage, lambasting their American
label Sony for giving a McDonald's
website permission to use one of the
band's tracks.
After tweeting multiple strings of
profanity towards Sony, Kapranos
eventually joked that he was "just
pissed off because I had a sponsorship deal with White Castle in the
cards."

-Sarah Murphy

Conan's finale trumps both
Leno and Letterman
Conan O'Brien's final show as host
of NBC's Tonight Shaw drew over seven million viewers in the U.S., obliterating his timeslot rival David Letterman and predecessor-successor
Jay Leno's 10 p.m. program.
Only 2.8 million viewers watched
Letterman's Friday show; on Thursday, Leno was beaten by both The Tonight Show and Jersey Shore.
After taping his final show, Conan
celebrated with his employees, a
party that reportedly included copious amounts of Jameson Irish
Whiskey, ice cream and sushi.

- Mike Lakusiak

New digital music format
A Norwegian firm has developed
what could potentially be the successor to the mp3 digital audio
format.
Bach Technology has created MusicDNA, a digital audio code that
has the capacity to package music
videos and lyrics as well as artist
and tour information with a song.
The technology aims to encourage consumers to purchase songs
from a legitimate source rather than
through Internet piracy. The first
releases in the format are due this
spring.

- Mike Lakusiak

YouTube movie rentals
YouTube is in talks with major movie studios to begin a service for online movie rentals.
The site began offering independent films from the Sundance Film
Festival for online rental on Saturday for $3.99 and could expand.
Google, owner ofYouTube, is
competing directly with NetFlix, a
company that already offers a similar service. The YouTube name and
visibility should be important in the
outcome of this move toward world
domination for Google.

-Mike Lakusiak
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DearLIFE
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Dear Life is your opportunity to write a
letter to your life, allowing you to vent
your anger with life's littlefrustrations in
a completely publicforum
All submissions to Dear Life are anonymous, should be no longer than 100
words and must be addressed to your life.
Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday at noon
each week.
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Dear Life,
I thought he would be a trophy
hook up and it wasn't even good. I
thought it would be okay to not use
a condom during our drunken sex.
Thought I would be okay after a
friend told me he has a dirty penis.
Another week until I find out offidally that I have genital herpes.
Sincerely,
I Will Remember #15 Forever

r-·
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5 8

Wisdom disconnect: The week in pointless info
LAURA SEDGWICK
STAFF WRITER

Better than vampires: Blood makes
up approximately eight to nine per
cent of one's body weight. Itis estimated that 1.2 million mosquitoes
biting you simultaneously would
drain your body of all its blood.

Trustyour instinc:ts: French philosopher Albert Camus preferred
train travel to car travel. One day, car
manufacturer Facel Vega managed
to convince Camus to drive with
him to their mutual destination.
In an ironic twist of fate, Vega's car
crashed and Camus died. Found on
Camus' dead body was his unused
train ticket.
Doesn't matter ifyou're black or
white: Contrary to popular belief.
polar bears are not white. Rather,
they have black skin with clear fur.
The black skin absorbs sunliczht

to help keep the bear warm. Polar
bears appear white because of how
sunlight reflects off their clear fur.
And another polar thing: Japan was
once the home of three green polar
bears. The bears turned green after
swimming in a pond with high algae content at the Higashiyama Zoo.
The algae made its way into the hollow spaces of the bears' fur, making
it difficult to wash off.

right-handed counterparts; rather, it
is due to the fact that approximately
2500 left-handed people per year
die from using machinery intended
for right-handed people.

Aura: Reiki is a form of therapy
originating in Japan. In reiki, the
practitioner re-aligns the energy
waves surrounding their patient by
holding their hands in certain positions on or near the patient's body.
Successful reiki reduces stress, pain,
and/or fatigue.

Right: For those of you who can't
handle Wikipedia's 'left-winged'
tendencies, Conservapedia is for
you. Conservapedia is a Christianconservative version ofWikipedia. It was created in 2006 by Andy
Schlafly, who felt that Wikipedia had
too much of a "liberal, anti -Christian and anti-American" bias.

Lefties beware: They say that on average left-handed people die younger than right-handed people. This
isn't because lefties just happen to
droo dead a few vears before their

I lost count around 63: If you think
the Hundred Years War fought between England and France lasted for
100 years, you're wrong. It actually
lasted 116 years, from 1337 to 1453·

A wise man once said: "Freedom is
nothing but a chance to be better" Albert Camus

Dear Life,
I'm tired of election teams hassling
me as I walk by the Hawk. You're
scary, I'm trying to get to class and
you have no real substance. Come
talk to me when I have time and you
have a point.
Sincerely,
Annoyed Voter
Dear Life,
I would love it if well-written articles in the Cord about Conan
O'Brien didn't have to end with condescending statements against his
fans.
Sincerely,
A Diehard Coco Fan Who Hasn't
Been Able to Watch Him Late at
Night These Past Few Months Because I Have to Get Up at 5 a.m. For
My Varsity Swim Practices

SP-100

Forest Firefightinli'tmi(S~
·

Waterloo!Kitcbener, ON,
March 10·I4:2l»O
and

.~

~""

March 17-21,2010
Registration limited to the first 32 applicants
Course will be held duiing evening
hours during the week
To register,please call
Wildfire Specialists Inc
2233 Radar Roa~ Suite 5,
Hanmer.ON P3P IR2
Toll Free:l-871-381-5849
wwuildfirespecialislca
Ontario Minisli} of Natural Resources Accredited
No Guarantee of Employment

Students' union presidential quiz
Thefollowing trivia quiz has been administered by the chiefreturning officer
(CRO) to the candidates in the upcoming
WLUSU election. Test your knowledge by
visiting thecord.ca. The president's scores
will be released in next week's edition of
The Cord.
1. What year was the Emergency Response Team established at WLU?
2. What was the price of a bottled
beer at Wilf's in 1985?
3· What was FOOT originally known
as when it was established in the
summer o£1984?
4· What Canadian artist opened for
Jeff Healey during Orientation Week
1990?

5· What does BACCHUS stand for?
6. What two patents did Laurier
have published in the Trademarks
Journal on March 31", 1965?
7· When was the freight elevator installed in the Students Union building, and how were cases of beer
transported to the Turret prior to its
installation?
8. What past WLUSU president is
the son of a former Toronto Maple
Leafs owner?
g. Wilfs was the first Ontario campus pub to host what Canadian band
in September 1994?
10. What Laurier alumnus was a
MuchMusic VJ?

n. Laurier is the current home of
what Academic Council which was
previously held at Yale, Brown, and
Dartmouth?

• Complete 30-Hour Semlnan
• Convealent Weekend Scheclale
• Proven Test-TUing Strategies

12. Who donated the turtles in the
display case of the main offices of
the Students' Union?

• Eli)Jflrlencecl Coarse lnstructon
• Comprehensive Stacly Materials
• Slmalatecl Practice Eums

13. What was the Wilfrid Laurier
University Students' Union formerly
named before its incorporation on
May2,1975?
14. What year was PEER Help Line
established?
15. What former Prime Minister's
wife attended Shinerama's 25 anniversary at Wilfrid Laurier Universityto launch the year's Shinerama
campaign?

Dear Life,
I am so tired of the ignorant people
who insist on disrupting lectures
and making snide remarks about
material that they aren't even absorbing. Ifyou don't plan on listeningto a damn word the prof is saying then why the hell did you get up
for this 8:30 class?!
Next time sleep in and save us
all the trouble of sharing a learning
space with you!
Sincerely,
Came to University to Learn
Something

Housing

}"

to be held iJr

Dear Life,
How did I manage to get so drunk
on a Monday night?
Sincerely,
Charades is Not an Acceptable Way
to Entertain a Room

• Llmltecl Class Size
• Free Repeat PoUcy

5 BEDROOM house for rent
-Close to University- Available
September 2010- Call 905-5093284 or e-mail gord010@sympatico.ca
4 BEDROOM house for rent
- Close to University - Available
September 2010- Call 905-5093284 or e-mail gord010@sympatico.ca
3 BEDROOM house for rentClose to University- Ava ilable
Septem ber 2010- Call 905 5093282 or e-mail gord010@sympatico.ca
ROOM IN STUDENT HOUSE
FOR SUBLET. 228 Albert St. Available im mediately unti l April 30th.
$420 inclusive- Price is negotiable! Call Marisa to set up a viewing. 226-317-0247

Employment
HAVE THE SUMMER OF YOUR
LIFE! at prestigious coed sleepaway camp in the beautiful Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania.
2 112 hours from NYC. We're seeking counselors who ca n teach
any Team & Ind ividual Sports.
Tennis. Gymnastics. Horseback
Riding. Mt. Biking. Skate Park.
Theatre. Tech Theatre. Circus.
Magic. Arts & Crafts. Pioneering.
Climbing Tower. Water Sports.
Music. Dance or Science. Great
salaries and perks. Plenty of free
time. Internships available for
many majors. Interviews on Feb
3. Apply online at www.islandlake.com. Call 800-869-6083
between 9 and 5 eastern time
on weekdays. or info@islandlake.
com for more information.

• Penonal Tutoring Anllable

• ThOUAilcls of Satlsflecl Staclents

OXFORD SEMINARS
1-800-269-6719
416-924-3240
www.oxfordseminars.ca

LOOKING FOR A PSYCHOLOGY TUTOR. Sho uld be a 2nd or
3rd year studen t. Payment will be
$15-20 per hour depending . on
experience. Evenings and weekends would be available. Please
call Paul 519-721-3272 or email
asodh@ho tmai l.com

thecord.ca
Join us for the WLUSU presidential candidates
roundtable
LIVE STREAM viewing party in the 24 lounge
Sunday January 31 @ 8pm
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EDITORIAL
edito r@thecord.ca

No female candidates
in WLUSU election
When the names of those running for the positions of
Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union president
and board of directors were announced last week, a
troublesome fact became apparent. Of the 18 candidates running in the election, none were women.
Considering that Laurier is 6o per cent female, this
just doesn't add up. One could easily try to brush this
off as a random phenomenon or an unlikely coincidence, but a lack of female involvement in student politics at Laurier is nothing new.
When current president Laura Sheridan was elected
last year, she became only the seventh female president of the students' union in the university's history; a
woman had not held the role since the early 1990s.
It's hard to pinpoint the exact reasons why females
don't get involved in university politics as much as their
male peers - maybe they don't like the spotlight of the
campaign; maybe they have seen few female role models in this position before; maybe they don't want to
involve themselves in this type of role - but the fact remains that this is a problem.
Women need to be politically active at the university
level if they are going to be politically-involved members of society upon graduation.
In a way, WLUSU is a microcosm of Canada's political problem.
In 2008, it was reported that women only held 22 per
cent of the seats in parliament, which put Canada in
45th place internationally in terms of women's representation in government.
Much to the detriment of adequate representation,
Laurier women have shied away from having their voice
heard in policy and governance, reflecting the general
female population's lack of the same service federally.
A female voice is always important to have, and it's
sad to see that WLUSU will be severely lacking this in
the 2010-11 year. Although there may be some women
board candidates since nominations have been extended until today at 12 p.m., the fact that so few females
were willing to run in the first place is disheartening.
Although female engagement is certainly not lacking
on campus- a large number ofwomen hold co-ordinator and vice-president positions in the students' union
- women need to find the confidence to step forward
and run for representational positions with WLUSU.
Only when women make up a proportionate number
of candidates will WLUSU be able to be truly representative of Laurier's students.
-The Cord Editorial Board

Campus clubs finally
investigated
The Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union board of
directors has finally taken initiative and is acting upon
student concerns regarding campus clubs. Every year
there are problems raised with the organization and at
last week's board meeting, a motion was passed to inspect certain documents from the campus clubs office.
This inspection will look into the management policies that are in place, as well as their system for allocating money to clubs. The goal is to provide students and
board members with an understanding of how the campus clubs system works.
A new structure was developed this year for clubs to
apply for funding and for management to distribute the
finances. While the new system seemed to be efficient,
everyone outside of management seemed to be left in
the dark about how exactly it worked.
The students' union is now taking the appropriate
first steps to deal with the long-standing problems and
confusion surrounding campus clubs, and will hopefully
continue to follow through with their inspection and
keep students informed.
Campus clubs is an organization made for students
and because it involves so many volunteers, it is important that they are knowledgeable about the procedures
and policies so that they can be confident in the way the
organization is run.
-The Cord Editorial Board

This unsigned editorial is based offinformal discussions and
then agreed upon by the majority ofThe Cord's editorial board,
which consists of16senior Cord staffincluding the Editor-inChiefand Opinion Editor. The arguments made may reference
anyfacts that have been made available through interviews,
documents or other sources. The views presented do not necessarily reflect those ofThe Cord's volunteers, staffor WLUSP.
The Cord is published by
Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications.
Contact Bryn Ossington, WLUSP President and CEO
75 University Ave.W, Waterloo ON N2L 3C5

TRINA SCHMIDT GRAPHICS EDITOR

Laurier should have a
forum for student art
YUSUF KIDWAI
PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Two years ago, when my friend Nathan Thompson and I first decided
to display our photography to the
Laurier community, we were left
with a big question mark: where ·
could we showcase our work when
Laurier has no forum for displaying
student art?
At the time we really didn't know
much about exhibitions and had no
mentor who could guide us in the
right direction.
The only gallery on campus, the
Robert Langen Art GaHery, is dedicated to showcasing the works of
professional artists in the industry.
Each year, four professional artists are chosen to have their works
displayed in the on campus gallery.
After getting in touch with the
Robert Langen gallery, I was told
that the gallery isn't open to exhibiting student artwork.
Dejected but not defeated, we decided to book the Grad Lounge for a
few hours on Laurier Day to showcase our images.
We purchased card stock, printed
and mounted the pictures, and supplied our own lighting. We basically
installed our own makeshift gallery

with little to no help from anyone.
The turnout was overwhelming and
the response from the student body
and staff was amazing.
In the end, most of the funding
for the exhibition came out of our
own pockets. This is the issue most
other student-driven initiatives on
campus are facing - there are not
enough resources for students of all
income brackets to have equal opportunities to display their talent.
It is only through student-run initiatives like FR!NGE, Laurier Musical Theatre, Rooted: A New Musical
and the Imagyn Film Festival that
our community gets a peek into the
immense amount of talent and creativity that our university has to
offer.
As a member of the visual arts
community at Laurier, I have gotten to know a great deal of emerging
artists who enjoy painting, sketching, sculpting, pottery, photography
and graphic design, but they do not
have a place to showcase their work
on campus.
It is unfortunate that despite having an art gallery on our campus
there is not one week in the year that
is available for students to display
their artwork.
There has not been any innovation or initiatives taken by the university to implement an accessible
space that promotes the artistic endeavors of students.
Overall, there has been a lack of
support on the part of the university
for student art initiatives.

There has not been
any innovation or
initiatives taken by the
university to implement
an accessible space that
promotes the artistic
endeavors of students.

Students should pressure the university administration to take an
active role in solving this issue by
providing a social infrastructure for
emerging artists.
This would include funding, mentaring and the necessary leadership
to undertake long-term responsibility in ensuring that student art
projects on campus are consistently
offered.

!

1

i

The Waterloo Community Arts
Centre (The Button Factory) is
the local location where students can exhibit their artwork.
For more information visit:
buttonfactoryarts.ca
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THE FORUM
Opinion Editor Kimberly Elworthy • kelworthy@thecord.ca

Letters to the Editor

Words of wisdom:

Technology is not the future
Western thought privileges advancement in technology but,
realistically, it detracts from the fundamental aspects of life

letters@thecord ca

YUSUF KIDWAI PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

The FR!NGE Festival on Jan. 14-16 gave Laurier students a forum to
showcase their various talents through their own plays and films.

FR!NGE should not be
rated by star system
Re: "Life on theftinge, "Jan. 20
As the producers of the WLU Fr!nge
Festival, we sincerely thank you for
the coverage in last week's Cord.
The interest of the local arts community is important to us, as is support of the creative arts. This is especially true in the Laurier community where we lack a dramatic arts
program. The support of the Cord
has helped us to improve our visibility on campus, and we are truly
grateful.
That said, there has been some
discussion on the way we were reviewed, especially in regards to
the use of a 'star rating' to evaluate the merit and success of our
contributors.
The Fr!nge Festival is anon-adjudicated collection of original work,
meant to provide a space for creative
endeavors outside the mainstream.
If your reviewers were expected
to quantitatively evaluate our festival, we would have preferred them
to justifY what the numbers in this
scale represent. The issue is not that
each review was not glowing, but
that the reasoning behind thereviews was not well thought out.
A star does not replace a worded critique. Essentially, what is a
'star'? The use of these graphics detracts from space that your reviewers could have used to write more
than three short sentences to critique a work. Your article seems to
reduce the reception of the festival
to arbitrary scoring and generalized
statements.
We hope that future reviews of
the festival present themselves as
more justified in their evaluation,
and with more understanding of the
spirit of Fr!nge.
- Kate Cooper and Adam Cilevitz
Read more comments on thecord.ca

Error in global article
Re: ''Aglobalview,"Jan. 20
Always enjoying a worldly perspective I decided to take a read of "A

global view" and came to a section
entitled "Pillaging the Planet" that
struck a chord.
Its opening paragraph stated:
"The trafficking of wildlife ... is
driven by Asia's desire for fine cuisine and medicinal usage of rare
wildlife and Westerner financiers
who enjoy exotic animals:'
Being a "greedy capitalistic fat
cat" banker, I decided to investigate the National Geographic article
mentioned by the Cord.
Much to my chagrin I found no
mention of Wall Street or large bonuses in the article.
In fact the only mention about
the demand for exotic wildlife came
in the form of this statement: "In
Asia, wildlife ends up on the banquet table or in medicine shops;
in Western countries, in the living
rooms of exotic-animal fanciers:'
So I guess the moral of the story
is: when you are doing your best to
avoid plagiarism ensure that you
don't end up changing the intended
meaning of the fact you are trying to
convey.
- Brian Highgate

Sudoku unsolvable
I came across a page from The Cord
dated 2009-01-20 that had the
Classifieds and a puzzle. After some
study, I realized that it does not have
a unique solution.
If pursued to the limit without
guessing at any squares, all cells can
be filled in except for four, namely
the intersection of rows 4 and 9 with
columns 8 and g, and these four
cells all have the same possibilities
for completion, both 5 and g, each.
I suggest that the puzzle with a 9
in Row 4, Column 9 is the more interesting of the two.
-Leroy J. Dickey

Letter policy
Letters must not exceed 2 50 words. Include yourfoil name and telephone number. Letters must be received by 12:00
p.m. noon Monday via e-mail to letters@
thecord.ca. The Cord reserves the right to
editfor length and clarity or to reject any
letter.

When the 19th century American author Henry David Thoreau
heard the comment "We are in great
haste to construct a magnetic telegraph from Maine to Texas;' heresponded, "It may be that Maine and
Texas have nothing important to
communicate:'
I, too, may have doubts about
what information needs to be communicated. The hope, then as now,
is that the knowledge of our shrinking world will make life more understandable.
We may be the first generation
to live with something close to an
empirical view of the origins of the
universe.
Scientists can now measure the
cosmic radiation left over from the
so-called "Big Bang;' which occurred some 15 billion years ago.
We are now making contact with
the beginnings of time, space and
matter, and such discoveries should
give all people a common narrative
about our global world.
Such a common narrative will
surely change our worldview.
Throughout history, the transmission of information, ideas and images took place slowly, sometimes

requiring generations, even centuries, to move around the world.
For example, it required 12 days
for the news of Abraham Lincoln's
assassination to reach London,
England.
Such a slow pace of information
gave people time to adjust to the
new information environment.
Today we zap information across
the globe in nanoseconds, giving
us little to no time to adjust and no
time to shape new information into
any coherent meaning.
Editors of the Wall Street Journal
recently argued that the flood of so
much information washing across
the country is the primary cause of
increased isolation and withdrawal.
The computer giant Intel is installing computers capable of dizzying speeds of one teraflop {one
trillion calculations a second), and
there are plans for computers capable of 10 teraflops and even 100
teraflops.
There is even talk of terabytes - a
unit of measurement for data storage roughly equivalent to 38 miles of
file cabinets filled with information.
All of this contributes to the gradual break-up of our collective internal images of spiritual and psychological wholeness.
We live in a technologically rich
time, but unfortunately technology
offers little transcendent meaning, no conviction about the ultimate matters of human worth and
destiny.
Contrary to popular misconceptions, while information

The individual must
matter. It is individuals,
not governments and
institutions who are
the carriers oflife and
civilization.

technology increases choice and
possibility, it cannot develop human
individuality.
The individual must matter.
It is individuals, not governments
and institutions, who are the carriers oflife and civilization.
If the 21st century is going to contain the great advances we hope for,
it is not going to be because of computers or artificial intelligence or the
"gee-whiz" thrills ofpostmodem
society.
It will be because individuals rethink their underlying assumptions
and life goals.
In the centuries to come, the
challenge will not be to develop a
burgeoning technology; the dominant challenge will be to plumb the
murky depths of the human personality and discover what enlarged
meaning can be given to the individual human existence.

J deal firfJJt,

SINGLES OR GROUPS
Private bedrooms
Individual leases
Minutes to both universities
{just across Bricker St. from laurier)

New laundry facility
Parking available
Monthly cleaning included
Amenities s~bjed to change

UNIVERSITY
VIEW
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~
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4 93~ :: 2 !Batfvuuun

519.888.7093
173 King Street, Waterloo, ON N2J4T5
uviewhousing. com
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OPINION
Know where you should donate
letters@ thecord .ca

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Charity aid is not guaranteed to reach those intended and is
therefore often a misguided effort to reach those in need.

- -- - -

In the days following the devastating earthquake in Haiti, I could not
help but notice the massive efforts
to collect relief money, particularly
on campus.
While posters and solicitation for
fundraising events and charities are
common at Laurier, the visible increase following the disaster in Haiti
has raised questions about fundraising, donations and what happens to
the collected cash.
In many ways, the likelihood
of aid being effective in Haiti is in
question.
The Wall Street Journal reported
in 2009 that over the past 6o years,
approximately one trillion dollars
have been given in aid to Mrica, yet
the per capita income is lower today
than in the '7os due to aid being stolen by corrupt governments.
So, given that Haiti is ranked the
10th most corrupt country on Earth
by the Transparency International
Corruption Index, one must wonder
where the money will go.
Unfortunately, many people are
unaware of the squandering and
mismanagement of these well-intended donations.
With the sheer scale and pervasiveness of the donation efforts for
Haiti, it is easy to draw parallels

What are some
good charities?

with the tsunami relief effort for
southeast Asia in 2004.
Doctors Without
According to a 2009 Inter Press
Borders (U.S. Chapter)
Service article, while more than $14
billion dollars was raised worldwide Offers emergency medical care
for tsunami relief, much of the mon- Revenues $161,446,238
Expenses $153,010,716
ey didn't reach its intended targets.
Excess $8,435,522
In fact, many groups on the
Executive director salary:
ground reported receiving virtually
no money; to date, the International
$115,640
Red Cross has spent less then half
of the $2.1 billion itreceivedfortsu- ,
Convoy of Hope
nami relief.
We must monitor the rebuilding
Specializes in disaster relief. outreach events and long-term emof Haiti to ensure that similar issues
powerment programs
do not repeat themselves.
Revenue: $33,794,967
On Monday, Canada hosted a
Expenses: $30,407,033
meeting in Montreal where world
Excess $3,387,934
leaders, calling themselves "Friends
President salary: $62,011
of Haiti;' met to discuss long term
strategies for rebuilding Haiti.
They concluded that a 10-year
Direct Relief
commitment will be made to make
International
Haiti and its development a priority
Provides aid in response to emerthroughout the world.
Perhaps, with responsible use
gency and refugee populations.
Revenue $198,774,098
of these funds, Canada can beExpenses: $226,715,576
come known for its efforts of nation
building from the ground up.
Deficit: $-27,941,478
President salary· $280,782
Students should not be dissuaded
from giving money to charities even
though the future effectiveness of
donations are, at times, uncertain.
Water Missions
International
On the contrary, the generous
Provides clean. safe water to
outpouring to the Haiti crisis enpeople in developing countries
hances my faith in humanity and
its capacity for good. However, it is
and disaster zones.
Revenue $4,720,304
always critical to do research before
Expenses: $4,042,062
donating.
Excess. $678,242
While it is easy to react emotionChief Executive Salary: $101.257
ally to a horrific crisis such as the
Haitian earthquake, if your money
doesn't get there in the end, it really
*All informatton from
doesn't matter what you give.
charitynavigator.org

IS HIRING FOR
student

THE CORD
Editor-In Chief (salaried position)

ThiJSputnik
Editor-In Chief (honourarium position)

8 ltlcf)t·itl t

Magazine

Editor-In Chief (honourarium position)

Applications available as of Feb 1st in the
WLUSP office, located on the bottom floor
of Macdonald House Residence for
students at the Waterloo campus.
Brantford students can pick up
application forms from:
The WLUSP Brantford office- Located
at Journalism House Room 105

Station Manager (salaried position)

KEYSTONE
The Laurier yearbook

Editor-In Chief (honourarium position)

The Carnegie

Tilfl

Editor-In Chief (honourarium position)

Applications will be due no later than
Friday February 12th, 2010 at 12 noon.
Any questions should be directed to:
Bryn Ossington at bryn.ossington@wlusp.com
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SPORTS
Sports Editor Justin Fauteux • jfauteux@thecord.ca

Two wins, two career games
Renata Adamczyk and Mallory Kohlmeier
set career highs in points as the women's
basketball team won two games in a row
"Just confidence," Kohlmeier said
of how her team has evolved. "One
STAFF WRITER
win turns into another and I think
the support that we're all giving each
When Laurier veteran Mallory
other really shows."
Kohlmeier gave dozens of Golden
"Ifyou can string some wins toHawks' supporters her signature for
gether, things come easier for you,
autograph day, she almost wrote her
you start to shoot the ball better;•
name in the Laurier record books.
added Falco.
Kohlmeier put up 31 points in a
"The biggest factor has been on
67-55 win over the Waterloo Warthe defensive end and when we can
riors on Saturday in women's baskeep teams under 70 points it gives
ketball action, coming just one point us a good chance to win every ball
short of tying the Laurier single
game ... I don't think our defence
game record of 32 points.
was great, but I think it was good
Kohlmeier's feat came just three
' enough and in that fourth quarter
days after teammate Renata Adamwhen we needed to close the door,
we did."
czyk scored a career-high 29 points
Despite the Warriors' 3-11 record,
against the McMaster Marauders in
an 8o-6g win.
Falco doesn't want to underestimate
the intensity the rival school brings
"I wish we could plan it that way
all the time," laughed Kohlmeier.
to the table.
"Waterloo showed that they can
Both tallies were career highs.
As the game progressed, and as
play hard for 40 minutes, and that's
each of Kohlmeier's shots found the
what we tried to warn these girls all
mesh, the crowd was electrified by
week, which is 'don't look at their
the sensational display of shootrecord: If we take any rest, they're
ing and roared their approval for the
going to be right in the mix," he said.
Despite the coach's cautionary
fourth-year biology major.
words, he can't take away the enthuHead coach Paul Falco attributes
Kohlmeier's clutch performance to
siasm the players feel when beating
her ability to do the little things.
the team down the street.
"It's always a good game and we
"She can1e to battle on the defensive end which really got her going
always play tough against them,"
on the offensive end," said Falco.
said Kohlmeier.
"She had some great rebounds
"But we showed Waterloo who's
where she just boxed out, attacked
the better team."
the ball and she got a bunch of
The Hawks will get a prime
points off the transition. She was
chance to immediately move up in
playing confidently, which was nice
the standings when they face the
to see."
Brock Badgers - who sit just two
That confidence has leaked over
points ahead of the purple and gold
to her teammates; the Hawks have
in the standings - on Wednesday,
now won three in a row to improve
and with the way this recent streak
has been going, it may just be anto a 7-7 record heading into this
week's matchups.
other career night for a Hawk.

KEVIN CAMPBELL

COURTESY OF LAURIER ATHLETICS

Mallory Kohlmeier (7) goes up for a shot during her 31-point performance vs. the Waterloo Warriors.

MacDonald hits milestone
as Hawks down Warriors

-

....

KEVIN CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER

Maxwell Allin pumped his fist after
sinking his final three-point shot of
the day.
The first-year winger and his Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks' men's
basketball team defeated a powerful
Waterloo Warriors team 73-57 on
Saturday.
"I just got open looks, and when I
had the opportunity, I was just burying them today," said Allin. "Everything was just working."
Alliri had 18 points while team
captain Jesse MacDonald had 21 in
the win, which brought the team out
of a two-game slide.
Just three days before, the Hawks
had lost to the Windsor Lancers

So-n

CUURTESY Or ,.AURIER ATHLETICS

Laurier's Jesse MacDonald (with ball) had a historic game vs. the
Waterloo Warriors on Saturday. reaching 1.000 career points.

The Hawks got off to a tremendous start on Saturday, going on a
20-5 run and holding the Warriors
to just 17 points in the first 17 minutes of the game.
"In the last 10 minutes, we held
them to eight points as well," said
head coach Peter Campbell. "We
have that ability, but we lose our

focus sometimes.... There was a
bend there, but we made some big
shots."
The Warriors kept the Hawks
honest, coming to within five points
of the lead, but the purple and gold
stuck to the game plan and pulled
out the victory over their cross-town
rivals.
Part of that game plan was to
contain the Warriors' star forward
Cam Mcintyre.
"He kept getting away from us,"
said Campbell, as Mcintyre finished
the game with 22 points.
"He's a great shooter and if you
don't have somebody on him all the
time, he's going to make shots and
every time we made a mistake, he
lit us up. But I thought we identified him well; Jesse [MacDonald]
covered him most of the time and
tried to make him go to his next best

Avenue to watch the two rivals go
head-to-head.
"They're having a goodyear,
they're 8-6, locked up at a playoff
spot I'm sure and that makes it bigger, but there's always a cross-town
rivalry there," said Campbell.
"The guys see each other when
they go out so I'm sure there's some
bragging rights involved in that process."
Allin echoed his coach's sentiments. "We're two minutes away
from each other and it's a really big
rivalry, so we look forward to it every time it comes up on the calendar."
As the season wears on and the
stretch drive becomes tougher,
thoughts of the playoffs have begun
to creep into the minds of the players and coaches.
"I'm trying to get us to a point
move:'
where we're not terrified of whether
MacDonald celebrated the win, as we're going to make the playoffs or
well as cracking the 1,ooo-point pla- ' not, so it's a bit of a life and death
teau in his career as a Golden Hawk.
struggle right now ... beating WaterThe feat was met with a warm
loo makes it bigger," said Campbell.
ovation from a strong Laurier
The Hawks will try to keep their
crowd and even some applause by
winning ways going tonight when
the Warriors' supporters who had
they visit the Brock Badgers.
made the trek down University
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Golden Hawks' women's hockey past five regular season records
2004-05

2005-06
20-3-0

2006-07
19-2-0

2007-08
23-2-2

2008-09
26-1-0

ELLI GARLIN STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Katherine Shirriff (89) battles for the puck in front of the Western net before scoring the Hawks' first goal of the game. Laurier would overcome a slow start to win 2-1.

Hawks remain undefeated
from cover
scored her ninth goal of the season.
"When we got that first goal it
really turned things around,'" said
Hawks' captain Andrea Ironside.
"I think it was clear to everyone
that we needed to step it up, and we
really got going in the second."
The Hawks would get the

GOLDEN HAWK

iJDA·.

game-winning goal with two seconds left in the second period when
a Mustangs' defender inadvertently
knocked a shot from Laurier rookie
Devon Skeats into the Western net.
"That was a tough break for
them," said Osborne.
"[Western) is fighting for a playoff spot and they really came to play
today, so you have to give them a lot

of credit. They really forced us out of
our comfort zone."
This game was truly an anomaly
for the purple and gold, as this was
only the fourth time all season that
they've found themselves behind a
game.
However, according to Ironside,
rolling over the competition isn't always ideal.

"It's always nice to overcome a little bit of adversity, especially coming down the stretch," she said. "It's
nice to know that we can go down
early like that and stay composed
and come back and get the win ....
No game's a walk in the park, no
matter who you're playing."
The Hawks' next test will come
tonight in the form of an exhibition

game in Toronto against the Chinese
Olympic team. They will resume
regular season play this weekend
with a pair of road games against
Brock and Guelph.
"We have three really tough tests
coming up and that should get us
back on track," said Osborne. "By
this time next week I think we'll be
back to playing like we usually do."

Men's hockey lose two in a row

'
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JAMIE NEUGEBAUER
STAFF WRITER

The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks'
men's hockey team allowed 51 shots
against them when they fell to an
energetic and disciplined Guelph
Gryphons team on Thursday night.
Things didn't get any better for ·
the Hawks on Saturday, as they
were shut-out 4-0 by the Lakehead
Thunderwolves.
In their first match-up, Hawks'
rookie goaltender Ryan Daniels was
masterful, despite the score, making
48 saves in the 4-2 Gue)ph victory.
"We didn't give our best effort:'
said Hawks' captain Jean-Michel

Rizk.
"We deserved the outcome, and
that is what happens when you take
certain teams for granted."
"We were getting too excited with
the puck and making wrong plays,"
he continued. "We weren't able to
calm down and we weren't able to
get anything going."
The game began well for the purple and gold as Rizk fired a shot past
Gryphons' goalie Scott Van Bommel
just over a minute into the game.
Guelph leading scorer Thomas
Kiriakou responded later in the period, converting on one of the Gryphon's nine power play opportunities. His marker tied the game and
the opening frame ended evenly
with the score 1-1 and the shots
Malloly K' >brio•

w-·..........

www.laurierathletics.com

11-11.

The second and third periods, ·
however, were a very different story.
The Gryphons outshot the Hawks
by a combined total of 40-10; were
it not for Daniels' goaltending, the

SEAN POLLOCK STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Laurier's Mitchell Good (26) is up-ended by a Lakehead defenceman during the Hawks' 4-0 loss.
game would not have been as close
as it was.
"I thought I played pretty well,"
said Daniels. "It's unfortunate the
outcome, we had a lot of shots
against us tonight; Guelph was
throwing the puck on net from
everywhere:•
"I let out a lot of rebounds too,"
Daniels continued. "I can't really
complain from a defensive standpoint, it's just unfortunate that we
could not put some more goals up
there:'
Kiriakou and Alex Magera were
the other Badgers to beat Daniels,

while Kris Belan added an empty netter. Hawks' forward Jason
Bergeron put in his seventh of the
season for Laurier's only other goal.
Although the Gryphons are a
much improved team from last year,
it is a shock for the Hawks to lose to
the sixth place team in the Ontario
University Athletics (OUA) West
division, since the purple and gold
came into the game second in the
division.
On Saturday, the Hawks did not
bounce back frQm the Guelph upset
well, as they fell to the number 10
nationally ranked Thunderwolves.

Third period penalties killed
the Hawks as they were pounded 4 -o, allowing nine power play
opportunities.
The loss drops the purple and
gold to a record of 14-6-2, which is
good enough for fourth place in the
OUA West, but drops them out of
the national rankings.
The affair was the first time the
Golden Hawks were shut out in a
game in over a year.
The Hawks look to regroup this
Thursday when they head to Toronto
to face the York Lions.
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Behind the Hawk:

in brief

Two Hawks on Test the Nation

Lauren Carter

On Sunday night, Kaley Powers and
Vanessa Bennett - two members of
Laurier's women's hockey team took part in the CBC program Test
the Nation: IQ, Bennett, a fifth -year
chemistry major, and Powers, a
third-year kinesiology major, were
two of the 180 in-studio participants, and were part of the athletes
in contact sports team.
Powers and Bennett were two
of seven Canadian Interuniversity
Sport (CIS) athletes on the team,
while the rest of the team was made
up offormer and current professionals from a variety of sports.
-Compiled by Justin Fauteux

JAMES CHOLERAS
STAFF WRITER

Laurier fiJU_!e skaters
compete m Toronto
Last Thursday and Friday, the Laurier figure skating team competed
at the Winter Invitational, hostedby Ryerson University, and finished
seventh.
Individually, the top Laurier finishers were Adam Arscott (men's
open skate), Brittany Maksymyk
(gold freeskate) and Michelle LaMarche (senior silver freeskate),
who all finished fourth in their
events.
-Compiled byJustin Fauteux
YUSUF KIDWAI PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

lauren Carter joins the Hawks this year with an impressive resume.

Few first-year athletes enter Wilfrid
Laurier University with the type of
resume rookie-setter Lauren Carter
has put together. She is the former
captain of the National Capitals U18
volleyball club and was the winner of the prestigious Evilyn Holick
award, the highest honour a female
player can win in the Ontario VolleyballAssociation (OVA).
She was also selected as one of
the members ofTeam Ontario this
summer.
Despite her past success, Carter
is still going through the same transition period as every other rookie.
She may not have the same leadership role as she did in the past, but
that doesn't seem to bother her at
all.
"I am a student of the game and I
love having the opportunity to learn
and get a lot of different feedback
from coach Snider and everyone else
on the team," said Carter.
Carter is one of six rookies on a
team that is having a tough season,
having lost eight of their last nine
games.

"It's hard when everyone is working so hard and the wins just aren't
coming;' said Carter.
"I don't think our record reflects
our talent level because we lost a
lot of close five set matches to top
teams:'
Outside of volleyball, Carter enjoys spending time with her friends
and family and also loves skiing and
snowboarding, although she admits
that she doesn't get to the hill as often as she used to in her hometown
of Ottawa.
Carter doesn't have a lot of free
time these days, as she has a full
class schedule along with daily
practices and training sessions in
the gym.
"The transition has been tough
but I am really loving my time here
at Laurier so far."
Carter chose to come to Laurier
after visiting for a weekend on arecruiting trip. She was shown around
by some former members of the volleyball team and remembers this experience fondly.
"I really liked how close-knit the
school seemed," she said. "Everything was so close and everyone
seemed so friendly. Also the coaching staff was amazing."

Women's volleyball out of
playoff contention
After a loss to the Guelph Gryphons
on Friday night, the Wilfrid Laurier
Golden Hawks' women's volleyball
team saw their post-season aspirationsend.
The Hawks now sit at a record of
4-10 and have only won one game
in 2010. Sitting on just eight points
with five matches remaining, the
Hawks cannot catch the Western
Mustangs, the current owners of the
Ontario University Athletics (OUA)
West division's final post-season
spot.
They are 12 points behind and can
only earn 10 points in their remaining matches.
-Compiled by Justin Fauteux

Middle distance team
continues inaugural season
Over the weekend, the Laurier indoor middle distance track team
competed at the 2010 Fred Foote
Memorial Track Meet, hosted by the
University ofToronto.
Members of the Hawks' team
competed in 200 and 1,500 metre
events.
First-year Sohaib Ikram was Laurier's top finisher, placing fourth in
the 1,500 metre event.
-Compiled by Justin Fauteux

Football no longer just for Americans
Canadians and former CFLers are making the jump to the NFL like never before

LUKEDOTTO
STAFF WRITER

Every Saturday afternoon in the fall,
hundreds of young men across Canada run onto their university's football field with little more than numhers on their chest, logos on their
helmets and fire in their hearts.
Almost all of these young men
have reached the pinnacle of their
athletic career, playing only for
pride, honour and lasting memories.
For years these university athletes
have been told they are too small,
too raw, not talented enough to
crack a CFL roster and certainly not
an NFL roster.
But a curious trend is unveiling
itself: Canadians are getting really
good at playing football.
This off-season, a total of 11 CFL

Consider this: last season, for the
players have already signed NFL
contracts, two of which are Canafirst time in history, a CIS underdians: Rolly Lumbala and Dmitri
classman was drafted by an NFL
Tsoumpas. The oldest player ofthe
team. fm not talking about some
n is only 28 years old, with most
punter taken in the seventh roundcoming in at 23 and 24 years of age. • defensive end Vaughn Martin was
This tells me that the NFL teams
selected in the fourth round by the
aren't looking for a short-term fix on San Diego Chargers.
The Chargers placed their contheir roster but rather a long-term
investment in their club's future.
fidence in him, and he made their
The knee-jerk reaction of most
roster out of training camp and
football fans is that this is bad for
played in 10 games for a (former)
Super Bowl contender.
the CFL; we are losing both our CaLikewise, after his senior year at
nadian and American talent.
On Jan. 12 David Naylor from the
Bishop's, running back Jamal Lee
Globe and Mail wrote emphatically on was given a contract in the off-seathis subject and came to the concluson by the Carolina Panthers.
sion that we should embrace a culHe was their final cut in the
pre-season while trying to break
ture of"losing" our best players to
the NFL because it can mean only
into a backfield that included stars
DeAngelo Williams and Jonathan
good things for the CFL.
Stewart.
What Naylor did not mention
Cory Greenwood, a linebacker
is the potential ramifications this
from Concordia, is the secondtrend will have on the Canadian Inranked player for the upcoming CFL
teruniversity Sport (CIS) and the
way football players from the unidraft and has signed up at the Parisi
versity league will be viewed in the
Speed School in New Jersey, which
future, and indeed already are being
has been the choice training ground
for 127 NFL draftees in recent years.
viewed.

Volaatee
VoleeActo...
Waatecl!
Would look GREAT

on ~ Portfolio!

Sam Giguere, a receiver for Sherbrooke, was activated late this season for the Indianapolis Colts and
could see some playing time in the
AFC championship game and maybe even the Super Bowl.
This past season in the Ontario
University Athletics (OUA), two
quarterbacks passed the 5,ooo yard
mark for career passing yards. The
titanic duel between Dan Brannagan
and Michael'Faulds was the stuff of
legends, and Canadians were swept
up in nostalgia thinking of another
legend, Russ Jackson, and the day
we might finally see a Canadian taking snaps and leading a CFL team
once again.
CIS stadiums are demanding
expansions, the Vanier Cup is airing on the country's leading sports
broadcaster and the playoffs this
past season delivered historic, record-shattering numbers all the way
from Victoriaville to Victoria.
Considering this recent trend it's
likely we're going to start seeing
some of these men run onto the field
on Sundays instead of Saturdays.
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Hawks find success in home pool
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITO R

YUSUF KIDWAI PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Laurier's Whitney Rich swims in the 200-metre individual medley event in which she placed first. Rich
was also part of the Hawks' relay team which placed first in the 200-metre freestyle.

On Saturday, Laurier's improved
pool was put to the test when it
played host to its first major university swim meet. Competing in their
home pool for the first time this season, the Golden Hawks' swim team
enjoyed a successful day, finishing
second in the overall women's competition and third in the men's, as
well as exhibiting several impressive
individual performances.
"We definitely performed really
well in the pool," said head coach
Nandi Kormendi. "We were number
two on the women's side, a lot of our
swimmers posted personal bests; I
think we showed that we can compete with anyone."
Joining the Hawks at the meet
were teams from McMaster, Guelph,
Laurentian and York. According to
Kormendi, Guelph and McMaster
were particularly stiff competition.
"Guelph and McMaster are
among the top teams in Ontario,
so it was a really good experience
to go up against teams of that calibre," he said. "I think Mac beat us on
the women's side mainly because
of their depth; they're a very big
team and they've got a lot of talent,
but we're very happy with the way
things turned out."
In the women's competition, the
Hawks received first-place finishes
from third-year Brittany Shaw in the
100-metre freestyle, rookie Carly
Martin in the 200-metre butterfly,
rookie Renee Dijk in the 100 and
200-metre backstroke and fourthyear Whitney Rich in the 200-metre

individual medley as well as both
the 50 and 200-metre breaststroke.
The women's relay team of Shaw,
Martin, Dijk and Rich also placed
first in the 200-metre freestyle.
For Rich, this meet was a continuation of her dominance over the
rest of Ontario, as she is currently
undefeated in Ontario University
Athletics (OUA) competitions this
season.
"Having [Rich] on the team is
just huge;· said Kormendi. "She's
incredibly reliable; it doesn't matter if she's tired corning into a meet,
you can always count on her to find
a way to win. To have her combination ofleadership and skill is what
every coach wants."
On the men's side, rookie Nemenja Colic was the lone first-place
finisher, coming out on top in the
200-metre breaststroke.
The meet received a good turnout from the Laurier community as
many fans showed up to cheer on
the Hawks.
"[Having the home crowd] was
great," said Kormendi. "This was the
first university swim meet I've been
at where the stands were filled .... It
was great to see everyone come out
and support us."
The Hawks' next competition
will come on the weekend of Feb.
5, 6 and 7 when they travel to Brock
University to compete in the OUA
finals.
"We're definitely pretty pumped,"
said Kormendi of the championship
meet.
"This will be the first time that
we've really rested going into a
meet, and we always do well at the

OUAs:'

Inconsistency
plagues men's
volleyball team
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITOR

Coming into last Friday's road
match with the Guelph Gryphons,
the Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks'
men's volleyball team was still looking for their first win of 2010 after
their start to the season saw many
ups and downs, such as a losing
streak of five matches followed by a
winning streak of four.
While the weekend started out
successfully for the Hawks with
a 3-1 defeat of the Gryphons,
the young purple and gold squad
couldn't sustain their momentum
when they returned to the Laurier
Athletic Complex on Sunday and fell
3-1 to the University of Toronto Varsity Blues.
"We just weren't very good at
all today," said Hawks' head coach
Shayne White after the team's loss
to Toronto.
"We played great against Guelph
and to come back today and play like
this is just really disappointing."

The Blues took the opening set of
the match by a score of25 -20 but
the Hawks came back in the second,
taking a set that went to five breakpoints, eventually winning 31-29.
However, the team once again failed
to keep their momentum going and
ended up falling 25- 16 in the third
set and 25-22 in the fourth.
"We were so mentally weak today that we couldn't even recognize
when we're doing good things," said
White. "After that comeback in the
second set we should've had [Toronto] right where we wanted them, but
then we came out and went down
8-2 [to start the third]."
"We really didn't play as a team
today," added team captain Erik
Kroman.
"Normally we all come together
much better than that, but today we
were playing like individuals."
It is clear that a large part of the
team's problems with consistency
can be attributed to just how inexperienced they are. The Hawks
boast a roster that features no fourth
or fifth-year players, and several

ROSALIE EID STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The ball falls between three Hawks during their four-set loss to U ofT on Sunday afternoon.
rookies and second-years who see
significant time on the court.
"We are a very young team, and
we've been coming together but
it can be a struggle at times;' said
Kroman.
"[Toronto] really came out swinging and they've got a lot of talented
players, and we really weren't ready
to defend them today."
Despite the Hawks' struggles
in the new year, they still find

themselves in the thick of the playoff race. Their 6-8 record puts them
in a three-way tie with the Waterloo
Warriors as well as the Blues, whose
win on Sunday put the Hawks in a
difficult position.
"We're still in a positive spot, but
this was a tough loss because Toronto now owns the tie-breaker against
us," said White. "But overall but we
really need to start playing better
right away."

The young Hawks will have their
mental toughness tested this Friday
when they head on the road to take
on the Warriors in a game that will
have massive playoff implications.
Kroman, however, isn't worried
about how his team will respond.
"We're extremely confident right
now," he said.
"We all have complete faith in
each other and we're ready to make
this a winning season."
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